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Hugo Shong arrived from China in 1986 as an 
entering BU graduate student with $38 in his 
pocket—and a full scholarship. Now Shong 
(COM'87, GRS'92) is returning the favor to his alma 
mater with a pledge of $1 million endowing two inter-
national journalism awards to be administered annually 
by the College of Communication. This will be the 
largest individual gift ever presented to the college. 
An award-winning reporter, Shong is senior vice 
president of the San Francisco—based International Data 
Group (IDG), whose three hundred magazines and 
newspapers in eighty-five countries make it the world's 
largest technology publisher, and president and CEO of 
IDG-Asia. He's launched thirty-three publications at 
IDG, including Cosmopolitan China, PC World Vietnam, 
and the Chinese editions of Variety, Esquire, Good 
Housekeeping, National Geographic Traveler, and Men's 
Health ."When Hugo joined IDG in the early 1990s, we 
had ten years of experience in China and had created just 
three publications," says Patrick McGovern, founder, 
chairman, and majority owner of the privately held IDG. 
"He has greatly accelerated our activities in China, where 
we now have thirty-five publications, and run more than 
twenty annual trade expositions, fifty Web sites, and an 
extensive venture capital operation." 
Shong traces his successful business trajectory back to 
COM. "Coming to BU was one of the most important 
changes in my career and my life," he says. "I have estab-
lished these awards to give back to Boston University 
and to honor those journalists who effectively decipher 
Asian affairs for Western audiences. I have a special inter-
est in recognizing outstanding reporting on issues relat-
ing to China." 
The first annual Hugo Shong Lifetime Journalism 
Achievement Award will be presented this fall to a print 
or broadcast journalist whose work exemplifies the 
highest quality of reporting and analysis. The selection 
committee will consist of COM Dean John Schulz, 
faculty from the COM department of journalism, one 
or more distinguished local or national journalists, and 
one BU faculty member not affiliated with the col-
lege. The award carries a $35,000 prize. 
Beginning in spring 2005, the Hugo Shong 
Journalist of the Year Award for Reporting on Asia 
will be presented annually to a print journalist who 
during the previous year has displayed outstanding 
reporting on Asian issues. Regardless of their 
nationality, the recipients' reports must be pub-
lished in an English-language newspaper or news 
magazine. The award comes with a $15,000 prize. 
Shong, a 1998 recipient of COM's distin-
guished alumni award, was a graduate student 
in journalism at the Chinese Academy of 
Social Sciences in Beijing and a reporter for 
the Xinhua News Agency before coming to 
BU. On the first day of orientation, he met 
with COM Professor Jim Thomson, who 
asked Shong to become a teaching assistant 
for his course Reporting Revolution in 
China and Vietnam. He calls that experi-
ence important in landing a job in 1988 
at Cahners Publishing Company in near-
by Newton. "Without the experience 
from COM," he says, "I would not have 
been able to find my first U.S. job." 
Hugo Shong on the grounds of the Diaoyutai State Guesthouse, the "Camp David of China. 
Now back in his hometown, Shong is managing IDG's China 
operations from the Beijing headquarters, where he oversees a staff of 
1,200 reporters and editors, who develop local content for IDG's 
magazines. He travels constantly around Asia and the United States to 
shepherd new publications into markets in Vietnam, Singapore, and 
Malaysia. Breaking into the vast Chinese market has been difficult for 
foreign publishers since 1992, when the government essentially pro-
hibited foreign investment in the media. But IDG had already been 
in China for twelve years, and the government was amenable to the 
company's apolitical publications. "IDG has a good track record," says 
Shong, "so many publishers such as the Hearst Corporation, National 
Geographic Society, Primedia, Rodale, Reed Business Information, 
and News Corp approach us, and we help them invest in Chinese 
versions of their magazines through joint partnerships." 
IDG's favorable relationship with the Chinese government is a tes-
tament to Shong's diplomacy and business savvy, McGovern says. 
"Hugo has been able to make unique achievements in the media field 
in China because of his marvelous combination of top-rate journalism 
skills and his wonderful relationship-building skills, which in China is 
very key," McGovern says. "He's been able to make contacts with top 
officials in key ministries in China's national government." 
Shong foresees IDG expansion in Asia beyond print media. The 
company has recently invested in television production studios and 
advertising companies, film distributors, and Internet companies. 
"We're working toward becoming more of a Time-Warner type of 
company," he says. It's an ambitious plan, but McGovern says that 
Shong is perfectly qualified to lead the company's Chinese operations 
forward. "I can't speak any more enthusiastically and highly of my 
personal respect for Hugo's integrity, for his leadership skills, his 
vision, and his ability to build a media enterprise and maintain the 
very highest journalistic standards." —Tim Stoddard 
L e t t e r f r o m t h e 
V i c e P r e s i d e n t f o r 
U n i v e r s i t y D e v e l o p m e n t 
a n d A l u m n i R e l a t i o n s 
French author and philosopher Albert Camus (1913-1960) said, 
"Real generosity toward the future lies in giving all to the present." 
The beginning of the new academic year here on campus is a 
good time to pause for a moment and thank all of you who have 
supported our efforts in so many ways. I am pleased to report that 
last year was a record year for our Annual Funds, which encom-
passes those contributions made directly to one of the University's 
schools or colleges to be used as its dean designates. These gifts 
truly impact the present state at BU by allowing us to provide 
resources to meet our most critical—and sometimes unforeseen— 
needs, from scholarships to facility improvements. 
To recognize the individuals who support our Annual Funds 
with leadership gifts, we recently launched Annual Fund 
Leadership Giving Societies. In September, you received a brochure 
President ad interim Chobanian mailed to all alumni, detailing this 
new program of acknowledgement and appreciation. The 
Leadership Giving Societies recognize and reward donors who give 
to an Annual Fund in the amount of $1,000 and up. In addition to 
being an integral part of the future of the University, members of 
these societies will receive public recognition and, depending on 
their level of giving, invitations to special events and access to fur-
ther opportunities. I hope you will respond to President 
Chobanian's appeal and become an inaugural member of an 
Annual Fund Leadership Giving Society. 
Autumn is wonderful here—the campus is abuzz with students 
and faculty, the weather is beautiful, and as I walk up and down 
Commonwealth Avenue, to the West Campus or to Kenmore 
Square, I sense the excitement and possibility that fills the air. Once 
again, I send my thanks to you as donors for your generosity in 
giving, which truly does go toward the bright future of Boston 
University and our students, alumni, and friends. 
Cordially, 
Christopher R. Reaske 
N e w H o m e s f o r H o c k e y 
A s Agganis Arena Opens, Women's Hockey 
Moves to Case Center 
The Harry Agganis Arena—latest addition to the John Hancock Student Village—opens on 
January 3, when the men's hockey team hosts the University of Minnesota. 
The Terriers and the Minnesota Golden Gophers will also play the night before, bidding 
farewell to Walter Brown Arena. But the thirty-three-year-old rink will gain a new tenant dur-
ing the 2005—06 season, when the women's hockey club becomes a varsity team, with Brian 
Durocher (SED'78), the current associate head coach for the men's team, as its head coach. 
"I couldn't think of a better time for me to walk into this job—to be on the verge of 
opening the Agganis Arena and elevating women's hockey to varsity status," says Mike Lynch, 
who became director of athletics this summer. "Our goal is to build that team into a national 
contender, just like the University did with the men's program." The new Agganis Arena will 
enable the women's team's leap to varsity: inadequate locker room space at Walter Brown Arena 
made housing both men's and women's teams impossible. 
The 6,200-seat multipurpose arena, 
expandable to 7,200, will be the center-
piece of the John Hancock Student 
Village, named in recognition of a 
corporate sponsorship of $20 million 
from John Hancock Financial Services. 
The project's first building, a high-rise 
residence hall at 10 Buick Street, opened 
in 2000. The 80,000-square-foot track 
and tennis center on Ashford Street was 
built in 2002, and a fitness and recreation 
center, next to the arena, is scheduled for 
completion in March. Additional resi-
dence halls will also be built. 
"Between individual giving and cor-
porate sponsorships, we've raised over 
$56 million for the project so far," says 
Lynch, who is also vice president of development for athletics. Notable sponsors include Pepsi, 
Dr. Pepper, Snapple, Nantucket Nectars, Constellation New Energy, and Century Bank. The 
most recent corporate sponsorship comes from Modell's Sporting Goods, whose president and 
CEO is Mitchell Modell (SMG'76). 
The Student Village "will benefit the BU community as a whole" by creating a new center 
for campus life, Lynch says. "I think that's why we've been able to reach out to so many people. 
We have close to a thousand contributors now, and these are people of many interests, not just 
those who support sports." 
Tim and Alicia (CAS'83) Mullen, generous supporters of the 
Student Village. Alicia Mullen was the first woman to graduate 
from the computer science department. 
Construction workers pour concrete for the event floor of Agganis Arena on July 22. More than 425 yards of concrete 
now cover the building's ice plant, which contains over a mile of steel piping. 
Agganis Arena tours and Student Village fundraising gatherings will continue, Lynch says. 
He is also looking into holding breakfast and luncheon gatherings in downtown Boston to 
update alumni on the Student Village project. 
And, of course, athletics events will showcase the Student Village. The first BU basketball 
games held at Agganis Arena will be a pair of February men's and women's doubleheaders. Both 
teams will host Vermont on Saturday, February 12, and Northeastern on Sunday, February 20. 
Although the Case Gymnasium will be the basketball teams' primary home court for the 
remainder of this season, Lynch envisions high-profile games being played at Agganis Arena. 
"We're working to build on our fan base for basketball," says Lynch, "and we thought that the 
best way to do that would be to utilize the new arena for basketball this season, rather than 
waiting for next season. There will undoubtedly be a lot of interest in these games." 
—Brian Fitzgerald 
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Development and Alumni Relations Office Celebrates Its Bottom Line with The Bottom Line 
On the cloudy afternoon of July 14, a 
hodgepodge of black-and-white-clad 
singers gathered around an empty straw 
hat. No, this wasn't Harvard Square, but 
the pristine eighteenth floor of the 
Student Village residence hall on Buick 
Street. In the middle of the smiling 
throng of Development and Alumni 
Relations staff who make up the a cap-
pella group The Bottom Line was their 
leader, Christopher Reaske, vice president 
of university development and alumni 
relations and a fine tenor. The BU 
Development and Alumni team was cele-
brating the success of fiscal year 2004 
fundraising. In addition to the vocal ren-
derings of the group, the party included 
Celebrating the end of the fundraising fiscal year, The Bottom Line sang "I Gotta Gift 
ditty sung to the tune of the Beach Boys' "I Get Around." 
refreshments and a speech by Reaske. Before the traditional unveiling of the amount 
raised—$90,239,040—the vice president declared the total, although down from the 
previous year, a "terrific" outcome "in a tough, tough fundraising climate." Reaske 
also praised the group for "tremendous attitude" in a difficult time and commended 
his "loyal, upbeat staff. We have a lot of talent here," Reaske went on to say. "We're 
going to have a fantastic year coming up." 
Though the total was down, fundraising continued at a healthy pace overall, with 
many areas of the University showing marked increases. "When you consider the 
atmosphere for fundraising right now, we actually really did beat last year," said Lisa 
Uglialoro, the office's executive director of administration and finance. The University 
has raised $363 million over the last four years. Individual giving showed impressive 
gains, up almost $10 million over last year, to $44.9 million. Donations from friends of 
BU, individuals who are not alumni, 
nearly doubled, up to $23.5 million from 
$11.8 million a year ago. 
There are many reasons for optimism 
about the future of BU fundraising: con-
tinued strong support for the Student 
Village and BU athletics, as well as inno-
vative giving programs. "On our end, the 
Annual Fund side, we had another record 
year," said David Walko, director of the 
annual fund for athletics. The athletics 
program took in over $8 million in fiscal 
year '04, up almost 80 percent from last 
year, and the Student Village campaign 
continues strong, with $56.3 million tal-
lied since its inception. Also showing 
increases were the College of Arts and 
Sciences, the College of Communication, the School of Hospitality Administration, 
and the School of Public Health, which won grants from the Robert Wood Johnson 
Foundation that helped increase the school's fundraising total from $1.8 to $9 million. 
SPH's successful fundraising efforts will finance research "that will lead to improve-
ments in the nation's health care delivery system and the health of the nation," said 
SPH Associate Dean for Research Mark Prashker. 
The celebration came to a close with gales of laughter and friendly conversation all 
around. The annual event is a "morale-booster," said Amy Osborne, graphic designer 
and production manager with the BU publications group. "This is a chance for us to 
get out of our offices and see one another—it's a community-building opportunity." 
No doubt many staffers and administrators left the party with their spirits buoyed, 
ready to make FY2005 a roaring success. —Nathaniel Beyer 
fundraising-inspired 
N e w G i f t C l u b s f o r A G i f t f o r H o s p i t a l i t y 
L e a d e r s h i p D o n o r s 
This summer the Boston University Annual Fund created leader-
ship giving societies to acknowledge contributions to the Annual 
Fund at five premium levels: $1,000, $2,500, $5,000, $10,000, 
and $25,000. 
"In addition to the satisfaction of being an integral part of the 
future of the University, we hope all our society members will feel 
a closer tie with their alma mater," says Coleen Resnick, director of 
annual giving. "The University will strengthen its relationship with 
these donors—through communication with their school or college 
and the University, invitations to special events with faculty and 
administrators and other leadership donors, and recognition in pub-
lications." Alumni will be recognized as members of the societies in 
the newsletter of their school or another public forum. Members of 
the top two groups, the President's Associates and the President's 
Circle, will be invited to a dinner or reception with BU President 
ad interim Aram Chobanian. Many schools are offering, at the 
$2,500 and $5,000 levels, regular reports from the dean and also 
dinners or luncheons with the dean and select faculty members. 
Donations to the Annual Fund go into the general fund of the 
school specified by the donor. Plans for the funds raised differ among 
the schools. At the College of Communication, for example, dona-
tions go toward sending students to the Los Angeles Film Festival or 
the Advanced Journalism Studies Program in Washington, D.C., as 
well as a lecture series, the Career Center, the Writing Center, and a 
mentoring program that pairs students with alumni. The College of 
Engineering puts the money into scholarships and fellowships for 
undergraduate and graduate students, professional student organiza-
tions, upgrades of research facilities, and outreach programs for 
K—12 students, introducing children to the world of science and 
engineering. "Gifts to the Annual Fund support the immediate 
needs of the school or college and provide flexible income for ini-
tiatives," Resnick says, adding that members of the new Leadership 
Giving Societies will be "part of a vital support system for BU's 
pursuit of excellence." —NB 
Jim Apteker at his new State Room. 
Heredity and environment conspired to set Jim 
Apteker's career path. When his father was a chef in a 
Boston restaurant, young Jim hung out there. Then the 
family opened Veronique in nearby Brookline, and 
Apteker helped out, learning the restaurant business by 
osmosis. That pathway continued through four years in 
BU's young School of Hospitality Administration, 
where class work was augmented with visits to local 
restaurants and hotels. "That was the best part: associa-
tion with the Boston industry," he says. Thanks to an 
interview with Ed Fuller (SMG'68), now president 
and managing director of Marriott Lodging 
International, Apteker (SHA'88) began working for 
Marriott. "After two years I found out that wasn't for 
me: I'm not a corporate person," he says. "I wanted to 
be independent. So Dad said,'Let's open a restaurant.'" 
Back to family business. In 1990, Veronique, briefly closed, reopened in Longwood Towers, a 
1920s Tudor-style building complete with gargoyles and a ballroom for special events. Before 
long, "the ballroom was making all the money, so we closed the restaurant to have two large 
events spaces." The family firm had evolved into Longwood Events Corporation. 
True to his roots, Apteker is still in the Boston-area restaurant business, and then some. The 
focus of his expertise and enthusiasm has shifted downtown, to the State Room, recently added 
to Longwood Events. On the thirty-third and thirty-fourth floors of 60 State Street, with sweep-
ing views of the harbor and the city, the State Room accommodates events for more than 1,000. 
It also includes the new Boston University Club, a members-only lunch dining room with 
membership also open to non-alumni—"all college clubs do that," Apteker explains. With 
12,000 BU alumni working in downtown Boston, he expects membership to reach its 1,000 
maximum soon. 
Three years after he graduated, Apteker joined the SHA Advisory Board, its youngest mem-
ber and first alumnus. He was also the founding president of the SHA Alumni Association and 
the first recipient of the SHA Alumni Award. He stays close to the school, giving lectures, advis-
ing the dean and faculty, and employing students and graduates. "Jim is a wonderful board mem-
ber and friend and a generous supporter," says Dean Jim Stamas. 
Apteker's next gift will be $250,000, which he has pledged to SHA's new home: three spa-
cious floors at 930 Commonwealth Avenue, just across from the Student Village. Stamas expects 
them to be fully renovated and ready for occupation next fall. "But then, I'm always an opti-
mist," he adds. Apteker's gift will name the dean's suite, 'which will include a large conference 
room for faculty meeting and space to confer with industry leaders and with prospective stu-
dents and their families. Stamas calls it "a very important, working area." 
—Natalie Jacobson McCracken 
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This roster includes gifts to radio 
stations WBUR and WRNI, and 
to the campaign to build a new 
Hillel House 




Gifts and Pledges of 
$1,000,000 to 
$4,999,999.99 
Hugo X. Shong C0M'87,GRS'92 
Gifts and Pledges of 
$500,000 to $999,999.99 
Catherine Anderson SED'39 
Alice H. Barreca SAR'53 
Christopher A. Barreca DGE'50,LAW'53* 
Earle M. Chiles 
Ronald G. Garriques ENG'86* 
Artemis A. W. Joukowsky LAW'58 
Gifts of $250,000 to 
$499,999.99 
Anonymous 
Philip S. Beck LAW'76 
Sarkis J. Kechejian MED'63 
Robert F. X. Silerman 
Irene M. Staehelin GRS'01 
Carlos H. Tosi 
Velia Tosi (Hon.'03) 
James H. Walsh III 
Gifts of $100,000 to 
$249,999.99 
Anonymous (3) 
Yvan J. Albert SMG'54 
Arthurs. BahrSMG'54 
Mr. and Mrs. Shing S. Chan 
Frederick H. Chicos 
Marcia H. Carter DeWolfe 
Richard B. DeWolfe MET'71,73 
Mr. and Mrs. Paul R. Dooling 
Ruth Stein Haake SAR'38 
Richard C. Nelson SED'52 
Frederick S. Pardee SMG'54,GSM'54 
Harvey Picker 
Ira L. Rennert 
John Ryan 
Sharon G. Ryan SAR'70 
Thomas J. Ryan 
J. Michael Schel LAW'76 
John F. Smith Jr. GSM'65,Hon.'93* 
Deborah K. Wexler GSM'93 
Peter L. Wexler GSM'93 
Gifts of $50,000 to 
$99,999.99 
Anonymous (2) 
Warren J. Adelson CAS'63,GRS'64 
Gregory J. Agganis SHA'92 
Michael J. Agganis SED'67 
Terry L. Andreas C0M'64 
Nancy E. Barton LAW'76 
Arthur J. Brown SMG'35 f 
Paul H. Carr 
Evangeline Condakes t 
Dexter A. Dodge SMG'56 
Christian Draz 
Judith Nelson Feldman CAS'90,SPH'92 
Joseph T. Ferrucci 
CAS'91,GRS'93,MED'97 
Daniel R. Frank SMG'79 
Saul E. Freed SMG'47 
Orrie M. Friedman 
Nicholas Gage DGE'61,C0M'63,Hon.'85 
Davis Greene 
Wiliam A. Holodnak GSM'76 
A. Diehl Jenkins CAS'65 
Patricia H. Jenkins CAS'65 
Irene Gesiak Keley 
CAS'54,GRS'55,SED'92 
Wiliam H. Kleh LAW'71 
Harold S. Larkin 
Andrea R. Leeds CAS'72 
Alan and Sherry Leventhal 
David B. Lowry 
Leah L. Mauke SMG'46,GSM'48 
JoAnn McGrath and Family 
Artemis Nazarian SMG'53 
Minda G. Reidy SMG'82,GSM'84 
Richard D. Reidy SMG'82 
Douglas A. Sharon 
John and Kathryn Silber 
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Stewart 
Scott D. Stewart 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Susilo 
George J. Talis MED'50 
Stephen R. Weiner SMG'63 
Donna M. Weiss CFA'65,SED70 
Timothy R. White 
Gifts of $25,000 to 
$49,999.99 
Anonymous (2) 
Hugh A. Andrews 
James Y. Apteker SHA'88 
Raymond E. Balcomb STH'47,GRS'51 
llise M. Bernstein COM'83 
Steven A. Bernstein SMG'83 
James L Bildner 
Bety Ann Blum 
Stanley K. Brockman MED'55 
Raymond J. Buel Jr. SED'54 
Maxwel Burstein 
Robert J. Carey MED'54 
Jay M. Cashman SMG75 
Aram V. Chobanian 
Harry H. S. Chou GSM'49 
Howard L. Clark Jr. SMG'67 
Gerard H. Cohen LAW'62 
Lawrence A. Cohen CAS'83 
Dean S. Edmonds Jr. 
Annete Schafer Eskind SSW'51 
Itchko Ezratti 
Gail P. Feldman SED78 
Jeffrey M. Feuerman CGS'87,SMG'89 
Richard Cartier Godfrey LAW'79 
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Goldberg 
Jack N. Halpern SMG'80 
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Hamblet 
Brenda Kopf Helies GRS'69 
Timothy T. Hilton LAW'78 
Jonathan Howland SPH'84,UNI'86 
Thomas J. Huse 
Hideo H. Itabashi CAS'49,MED'54 
David V. Karney GSM'48 
Elaine B. Kirshenbaum 
CAS'71, SED72.SPH79 
Howard Kirshenbaum 
Jeanne M. Knox 
Robert A. Knox CAS74,GSM75 
Elen G. Koplow DGE70.CAS72 
Meyer G. Koplow DGE70 
Benjamin F. Lambert CAS'55* 
Louis E. Lataif SMG'61,Hon.'90* 
Patricia McLelan Leavitt 
CAS'54,MED'58 
Warren J. MacDonald SMG'50 
Linda P. Marsh 
Ruth B. Miles SMG'66 
Richard W. Neu CAS'61 
Dean Entratter Palin SMG'90 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph P. Pandolfo 
Jeffrey R. Parker SMG'77 
Naava Parker SED78 
Peter T. Paul GSM'71 
Deborah Saltonstal Pease 
C. A. Lance Piccolo SED'62 
Betina B. Plevan LAW'70 
Thomas E. Poti CAS'OO 
Lisa Miler Ryan 
Mr. and Mrs. Steven Sandler 
Paula M. Schwartz CAS'62 
Jerome Serchuck 
Arnold Sheiffer SMG'54 
Barbara Stackpole CAS'40 
Howard A. Stern CGS74.C0M76 
Faye Yofa Stone LAW'47 
John J. Tegan III ENG'88 
A. Raymond Tye SMG'47 
Elizabeth Boot Wheelwright SAR'47 
Linda Yelin CAS'62 
Robert E. Yelin CAS'61 
Scott Alen Young CAS'87 
Gifts of $10,000 to 
$24,999.99 
Anonymous (7) 
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence D. Ackman 
James Alexiou SMG'54,GRS'62 
Mr. and Mrs. Norman W. Alpert 
Waren Alpert CAS'42 
Ira N. Alterman COM'67 
Maki Amano 
Anthony R. Angelo SED71 
Harold S. Ansin SMG'30,76 
Ronald M. Ansin 
Wiliam Y.W.Au CAS'51,MED'55* 
Merwyn Bagan MED'62,SPH'95 
Donna R. Barnard MED'65 
Douglas E. Barnard MED'65 
Adele L. Barron 
Norman W. Barron SMG'38t 
Ruth Beck 
Peter Bennet LAW'85,GSM'86 
James A. Berluti COM'78 
Wiliam J. Bicknel 
James Bopp 
Frederic A. Bourke Jr. 
Robert J. Brown 
Stefen F. Brueckner CAS'72* 
Mr. and Mrs. Dave C. Bundy 
James E. Carrington GSM'80* 
John S. and Laetitia M. Carter 
Gerald S. J. Cassidy 
Harold N. Chefitz CGS'53,C0M'55 
Joel G. Chefitz CAS'73,LAW76 
Mr. and Mrs. Hing Wah Cheung 
Irene Christopher CAS'44 
Franklin S. Cohen SMG'61 
Robert S. Cohen 
Donald G. Comb 
Herbert I. Corkin 
Marty Corneel 
Michael J. Critelli 
Wiliam F. Crowley Jr. 
Andrew B. Crummy Jr. MED'55 
Suzanne Cutler SMG'61 
Shamim A. Dahod 
CGS76,CAS78,MED'87 
Harriet B. Dann 
Elaine S. Darwin 
Robert E. Davoli 
Donald R. Devine SMG'64 
Ronald R. Dion CAS'68 
Charles L. Donahue Jr.* 
J. Clark Donateli 
Roger A. Dorf ENG'70 
Elaine Hansen D'Orio SMG'67 
Frank D'Orio Jr. SMG'67* 
Robert L. Dubofsky SMG'60.'61 
Marc Duneier 
Stephen M. Dungan* 
Wesley H. Eaton SMG'43 
Michael A. Eruzione SED'77 
James N. Esdaile Jr. LAW'70 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert B. Ewing 
Beth Fentin 
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Finkielsztein 
George A. Finley III 
Frederick B. Fitts Jr. CAS'65 
Elen J. Flannery LAW'78* 
Cheryl Forte 
Frances G. Frank CAS74,SSW79 
Mr. and Mrs. Murray Friedman* 
Cathy and John (MED74) Polk, who have pledged $100,000 to establish the Gladys C. Polk 
Scholarship in honor of his mother, with Acting School of Medicine Dean John McCahan (right). 
1 
Joel and Barbara (SPH79) Alpert were surprised to find a copy of this portrait in a New York shop 
window. The original hangs in the School of Medicine's pediatrics department, where he was chairman. 
The Alperts contribute to the Alpert Professorship in Pediatrics; Barry Zuckerman is the incumbent. 
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Mr. and Mrs. Thomas F. Frost 
Nabil Fuleihan 
Edwin D. Fuler SMG'68 
Steven M. Garfinkle MET72 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles K. Gifford 
Joanne S. Gill LAW'87 
Mildred Golden 
Robert S. Golden SMG'64 
Marvin M. Goldstein LAW'69 
Mark R. Goldweitz 
Mr. and Mrs. Henry R. Gottfried 
John T. Grady Jr. CAS'72 
Alan Winston Granwel LAW'68,'69 
Michael J. Grier CAS'97 
Vinod Gupta 
George E. Haddad MET'85 
Edward J. Hartnett SMG'54,GSM'58* 
Dr. and Mrs. George Hatsopoulos 
H. Peter Haveles Jr. LAW'80 
Elizabeth Findley Hazel STH'90 
Sidney Heimberg CAS'40,LAW42 
Carl I. Hoyer SMG'51 
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Jaffe 
Jeffrey R. Jay CAS'83,MED'83 
David A. Jaye CGS74 
Louis L. Kaitz SMG'47,MET78 
Dr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Kao 
Mr. and Mrs. Barney Karbank 
Steven M. Karbank CAS79 
Thomas F. Keley CAS'54,GRS'55 
Delos L. Knight III 
Marion R. Kramer CAS'63 
Jonathan N. Krivine CAS'72 
Scott J. LaChance CAS'94 
Stewart F. Lane CFA73 
John F. Lawlor CAS'60,GRS'63,70 
Harry A. Layman 
Susan Hartsig Lek SED71 
Martin J. Linsey SMG'57 
Wiliam F. Macauley LAW'69 
Paul D. MacElhiney SMG'54 
Doug MacRae 
Thalia I. Mandel CAS'47 
Yousif A. Marghalani 
James E. Marsh Jr. 
Christopher J. Matchet CAS'86* 
Nelson E. Mather III DGE'52,SMG'54* 
0. Jeanne d'Arc Mayo SAR'54,SED'61 
Isidore and Stacey Mayrock 
Shawn K. McEachern MET'92 
Kevin McGof 
Thomas D. McKiernan CAS'42 
Mr. and Mrs. Albert W. Merck 
Robert P. Minihane SED'61 
Peter J. Mozden MED'53 
Ernesto M. Muler SDM'61 
Vera Klein Muler 
David A. Mundy CAS'96 
Peter G. Neuman 
Ernestine A. O'Connel 
CAS'43,GRS'46,SED'58 
Raymond E. Ozzie 
Jay P. Pandolfo CAS'96 
Simon C. Parisier MED'61 
Shirley Margolin Parker 
Richard L. Pearlstone SMG'69 
M. Douglass Poirier CAS'73,MED76* 
John I. Polk MED74 
Elizabeth Pratt 
Stuart W. Pratt CAS'69 
Mark Ptashne 
Howard V. Redgate Jr. SED'68 
Sumner M. Redstone Hon.'94 
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen R. Roop 
Mr. and Mrs. David Rose 
Adam M. Rosmarin CGS'83,SMG'85 
Johanna H. Ross 
Daniel E. Rothenberg 
Elisabeth L. Schulz 
Pierre R. Schwob 
Thomas A. Sears STH'59 
Barry J. Shames SMG'74 
Richard C. Shipley SMG'68,GSM72 
Wiliam F. Shirley CAS'68 
John B. Simpson SED'50,'54 
Barbara J. Sloane 
Marshal M. Sloane SMG'49 
Cassandra L. Smith 
James T. Stamas 
Naomi M. Stanhaus SSW70 
Eileen Herd Stouppe 
Dr. and Mrs. Charles R. Stucken 
Paul R. Sugarman DGE'51,LAW'54 
John R. Svenson GSM75 
Nevart Talanian 
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Taplin 
Sherwood J. Tarlow LAW'47 
Craig S. Thompson LAW'79 
Jeffrey D. Tripp* 
Gabriel Tsampalieros 
Mario A. Umana SMG'63* 
George Vanderheiden GSM72 
Peter H. Vermilye 
Anthony Volpe* 
Oscar A. Wasserman 
SMG'56,LAW'59,'62 
Ronald G. Weissman SDM77 
Mr. and Mrs. Aharon Whiteman 
Lucile E. Wiliams CAS'45 
Arthur M.Winn 
Anita Pok Wai Wong 
Mr. and Mrs. Rawson L. Wood 
Amy Woods CAS'68 
Stephen G. Woodsum and 
Anne R. Lovet 
Barbara A. Wright* 
R. Martin Wright* 
Barry Zuckerman 
Gifts of $5,000 to 
$9,999.99 
Anonymous (8) 
Mr. and Mrs. Nawaf M. Abdulah 
Gerald A. Abelson SMG'69 
Wiliam D. Adams 
Rachel F. Albert DGE'61,CAS'63 
Mr. and Mrs. Peter C. Aldrich 
Robert G. Alexander CAS'67,MED74 
Teresa D. Alexander 
Horace T. Alen Jr. 
Winston D. Alt and Deborah A. Gribbon* 
Dr. and Mrs. Harold Altschuler 
David Altshuler 
Dr. and Mrs. Kenneth Altshuler 
Mr. and Mrs. Nigel D. Andrews 
Richard K. Babayan 
Kamal Abdulah Bahamdan ENG'94 
Richard F. Balsam 
Dr. and Mrs. David Bear 
James M. Becker 
LisaG. Beckerman LAW'89 
Nancy Beeuwkes SON'62,'69 
Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Bekenstein 
Julianne Belz CGS'82,SED'84 
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Bergman 
Frederick J. Bertino CAS'81 
Jean G. Bingham SAR'47 f 
Earle C. Blais LAW48 
C. Hunter and Pamela T. Bol 
Selwyn A. Broitman 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert T Brown 
James T Broyhil 
Donald C. Cahoon SED'72 
Joseph M. Calabrese SDM'91 ,'92 
Michele A. Calabrese SSW93 
John A. and Harriet S. Carey 
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas R. Castle 
Jill Cheng 
Mr. and Mrs. Ani D. Chitaley* 
Mr. and Mrs. Jan Chrzan 
Robert H. Clark Jr. SMG'64* 
Wiliam M. Cloherty 
Mr. and Mrs. Saul B. Cohen 
Peter J. Condakes 
Helene I. Conti 
Janie Coolidge 
Manuel R. Costa CGS72,CAS74 
Barbara B. Creed LAW'69 
Kevin A. Crummy* 
B. John Culen SMG'87 
Maureen E.Culinane GSM'81* 
Mr. and Mrs. Wiliam R. Cuming 
Cleon N. Daskalakis SMG'84 
Larry W. Davenport SED'70,72 
David P. Davitch SMG78 
Deborah P. Dawson GSM'82 
Jonathan T Dawson 
Edson D. de Castro 
Eileen R. de Castro GRS'84 
Robert W. Denison 
David A. Destino LAW'69 
Laurie T. Dewey 
Nancy L. Donahue 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Doran 
Elizabeth G. Doubek SMG'88 
Clark E. Downs CAS'68,LAW73 
Elliot L. Driben 
Stephen V. Dubin LAW'61* 
John E. Duggan SED'73 
Karl F. Ebner ENG'80* 
Sarah B. Epstein SSW'82 
Hanna G. Evans 
Melissa Fairgrieve CAS'76 
Richard A. Farrel SMG'54,GSM'63 
Mr. and Mrs. Shimon Feldman 
Sidney J. Feltenstein Jr. COM'62 
Norman J. Fine CAS'68,LAW73 
Arlene J. Fisher 
Daniel Frank 
Rhoda L. Frankl 
Spencer N. Frankl 
Larry S. Freedman SMG'85 
Michael D. Fricklas LAW'84 
Christopher Gabrieli 
Hilary C. Gabrieli LAW90 
Jim Garrels 
Mr. and Mrs. Ray A. Garver 
Gianni B. Geleni GSM78 
Paul M. Gertman 
John R. Gilbertson LAW'54 
Alan M. Gittelson SMG'79* 
Robert J. Glovsky LAW'76,79 
Abraham D. Gosman 
Mr. and Mrs. R. Jeremy Grantham 
Linda J. Green SED'63 
A. Gerson and Reva P. Greenberg 
Clare Russel Gregorian* 
Vartan Gregorian Hon.'83* 
Mr. and Mrs. Philip T. Gross 
Kenneth M. Grundfast 
Russel A. Gulotti CAS'64 
George G. Gund III 
Frank L. Hadden III 
Mr. and Mrs. G. Felda Hardymon 
Le Vonne Montgomery Harris STH'95 
Dean M. Hauseman SDM'87 
Robert W. Hawley Jr. SMG'74 
Kamlyn R. Haynes CAS'89,MED'97 
Gerald B. Healy MED'67 
J. Robert Held 
Ira L. Herman LAW'82 
Mr. and Mrs. Craig C. Hill 
Bettina M. Himes ENG'86 
Jane L Hirsch COM'84 
Kenneth P. Hirsch SMG'83,GSM'86 
Charles H. Hodges IV CAS'76 
David E. Holowel ENG'69,72,GSM74 
Kathleen A. Holowel GRS'71,SED'77 
Ann-Elen Hornidge 
Karen Elliott House Hon.'03* 
Susan Hudson-Wilson GRS'82 
Peter M. Hunt SMG73,LAW77,'85 
Herbert J. Hurwitz 
F. Don James STH'54,GRS'59 
Robert H. Johnson 
Mr. and Mrs. Paul D. Joubert 
John S. Kacewicz SDM'75,77 
Deborah A. Kahn SED'67 
Mr. and Mrs. Wiliam Kane* 
Donald M. Kaplan MED'73 
Dr. and Mrs. Harold Kaplan 
Lawrence E. Kaplan SMG'65,LAW68 
Susan B. Kaplan SSW74 
Richard C. Kardovich SDM'70 
David S. Katz CAS'80,LAW85 
^matched gift fdeceased 
Supplement to Bostonia 
G i f t s m a d e i n fiscal y e a r 2 0 0 4 — J u l y 1 , 2 0 0 3 - J u n e 3 0 , 2 0 0 4 
Sumner Kaufman 
Kevin H. Keley SMG72 
Charles K. Kenosian GRS'60 
Elisabeth M. Kenosian 
DGE'49,CAS'51,GRS'52 
David A. Kilam CAS'89 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Kingsland 
Doris S. Kitchen 
Michael B. Koidin SDM'76,78 
Lawrence M. Kosow SMG'75,GSM77 
Carol E. Kraus 
Lawrence E. Langsam SMG'57 
Charna Larkin 
Cynthia M. Lata 
Earle Leeder SMG'55,'56 
Richard P. Levine 
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Levitt 
Mr. and Mrs. George D. Levy 
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey K. S. Li 
Mr. and Mrs. Ming Cheng Lin 
Nancy E. Lombardo 
Dr. and Mrs. Carl Lopkin 
Martin W. Lynn CAS'77 
Robert B. MacKay SED'68,GRS'80 
James L. Madigan SDM78 
Theodore E. Marks SMG'82 
Edward I. Masterman 
Sydel S. Masterman 
Christopher R. McCann CAS'91 
James E. McCormick CAS'53* 
Richard S. McGowan LAW'79 
Thomas J. McGrath 
Peter J. McLachlan SMG'67 
Brian J. McNaly CAS'80 
Michael A. Meagher CAS'80 
Richard J. Meagher SED'77 
Robert F. Meenan MED72,GSM'89 
Miriam W. Melton 
Mr. and Mrs. David E. Merrill* 
Michael W. Merrill LAW'76 
Mr. and Mrs. E. Ulrich Meyer 
Henrietta l\l. Meyer 
Steven A. Miler CAS70,MED70 
Jonathan A. Minkof LAWOO 
Elliott I. Mishara 
DGE'51,LAW'55,GSM'61 
Elsie P. Mitchel 
Robert J. Moses CAS'68 
Alicia C. Mulen CAS'83 
Robert A. Murray CAS'72 
Sami Y. Nawas CGS'85,SMG'87 
Beatrice J. Nessen GSM'86 
Amy P. Novikof SAR72 
Laura Nowosielski 
Dennis E. O'Connel SED'67 
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert W. Oedel 
Wiliam J. O'Reily COM'75 
Hytho Haseotes Pantazelos MED'63 
Taki G. Pantazopoulos CGS'80,ENG'83 
John J. Parker SMG'68,Hon.'97 
Charles R. Parrott SMG'53,LAW64 
Dianne M. Parrotte CAS79,MED79 
Wilma Peebles-Wilkins 
Mr. and Mrs. Terry R, Peel 
Jane L. Perel 
Morton L. Perel SDM'65 
Dr. and Mrs. Jona A. Perlmuter 
Astrid 0. Peterson CAS74,MED77 
A. J. Petras CAS'78* 
Joseph E. Pezza SDM'73 
Sean Pickett 
Dennis L. Pipher SDM77 
Mr. and Mrs. James W. Poitras 
Aaron J. Polak CAS'87,LAW93 
Karyn S. W. Polak LAW'94 
Richard A. Polonsky SMG'54 
Mr. and Mrs. Wiliam J. Poorvu 
Robert B. Potash SMG'70 
Catherine Preston 
Albert Merrill Price SDM74 
Saly Quinn CAS'78 
Joseph Rastelini 
Doug G. Rauch 
Diane C. Reddoch 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Rueli Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen J. Ricci 
Joseph H. Rice 
Jeannine M. Rivet SPH'81 
Leanne C. Robinson CAS'66 
David Rothbaum MED'82 
Paul Rothbaum 
Austin L Rounds SMG'48 
Jean P. Rudnick 
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Russel 
Marion P. Russel MED'98,'03 
Mr. and Mrs. John Rutenberg 
Tony Ruvolo Jr. MET79 
Dr. and Mrs. Raymond R. Sackler 
Marcia F. Sassoon 
Dorrit M. Saviers GSM78 
Rocco Schelzi 
Anthony A. Schepsis CAS73,MED76 
Beverly Schwartz 
George F. Schweitzer C0M72 
Charles S. Sharp Jr. 
George E. Shea III 
Dr. and Mrs. Husam E. Shuayb 
Stuart E. Siegel CAS'67,MED'67 
Mitchel B. Silverman SDM'83 
Stephen L. Simpson ENG'81,MED'85 
Marjorie W. Sloper SDM'93 
Andrew L. Smith SAR71 
Laura L. Smith LAW'99 
Lawrence R. Soforenko MET75 
Shirley M. Sontheimer SMG'58 
Gregory J. Spanos SMG'83 
Aaron Spencer SMG'52 
Florence Squibb MED'64 
James M. Stein CAS'80,SDM'85,'87 
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Steiner 
Stanley P. Stone CGS'64,SMG'66 
Laura Walsh Strandskov 
Donald R. Straus 
Robert J. Strechay Jr. CGS'95,SMG'97 
Neil Sugarman LAW'65 
Michael B. Sulivan SMG'90 
Marcy Syms COM'75 
Richard L. Taikowski CAS'81,MED'85 
Carl R. Tarabeli SMG'82 
Ruth H. Terner 
Joan A. Terrasi CAS'54* 
Joseph P. Terrasi SMG'55* 
Oakleigh Thorne COM'81 
Edwin H. Tobiason CAS'66 
Richard J. Towle 
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Tuckerman 
Roberta B. Tunnard 
Michael Umana SMG'85* 
Robert Y. Uyeda MED'76 
Maurice Vanderpol MED'49 
Wiliam J. Vlasic DGE74,CAS76 
Dr. and Mrs. Ernst H. Von Metzsch 
Donna J. Wainwright 
Robert H. Wats SMG'68 
James Alen Weil C0M72 
Judith E. Weil SED'73 
Marjorie W. Weil 
Mr. and Mrs. Peter S. Welington 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph F. Wenckus 
Mr. and Mrs. Owen D. West 
Jon and Elizabeth Westling 
Henry and Joan T. Wheeler 
Carta Wilbur 
Philip W. Wolcott SMG'61 
Peak Woo CAS78,MED78 
Anne C. Wyman 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Young 
Mr. and Mrs. Michael J. Zak 
John B. Zedros CGS'80,SMG'82 
David S. Zimble LAW'84,'87 
Gifts of $2,500 to 
$4,999.99 
Anonymous (5) 
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Ajemian 
Elaine J. Alpert SPH'85 
Mr. and Mrs. Mohammed Al-Qabandi 
Alan Altaian GSM'51,LAW'54 
Linda D. Aruflo 
Dorothy C. Ataway GRS'84,'88 
Mr. and Mrs. John J. Avion Jr. 
Daniel F. Babiec CAS'74 
Nathaniel B. Baker SED'61 
Linda Baker SMG'56 
Marshal A. Baldassarre SDM'78 
Joanna Barnish CAS'92 
Paul C. Barsam STH'52 
Tim C. Bass* 
Joseph E. Beard COM'97 
Mr. and Mrs. George B. Benedek 
Richard S. Berk SDM'70 
David B. Bernstein CAS'91 
Mindy R. Berstein CAS79,MED79 
Gail Billig 
Howard Bittner SDM'95 
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Blaisdel* 
Eric Blank SMG'68 
Robin R. Blank DGE'66,SMG'68 
Edward S. W. Boesel ENG70* 
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Boneparth 
Donald F. Booth 
George W. W. Brewster III CAS'63 
Katherine K. Brobeck 
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Brown 
John J. Brown 
Philip Broyhil 
Charles R. Bryant 
Dinah Buechner 
Barbara H. Buel SPH'94 
Robert C. Buel CAS'56 
Saad N. Buisier ENG'03 
Richard M. Burnes Jr. GSM'71 
James B. Burokas SMG75 
Laurie Burt MET74 
Michael L. Cahoon 
Suzanne Campagna 
Josephine N. Carothers 
Richard D. Carr SDM'73 
Mr. and Mrs. Larry C. Carsman 
Joseph B. Castronovo SMG78 
Melvile Chapin t 
Pamela D. Choney 
Bertram M. Cohen 
Joan E. Cohen 
Paul A. Cohen 
Robin L. Cohen 
Rosalie M. Cohen SED'58 
Sherryl W. Cohen GRS'60 
Henry Cohn* 
Malcolm F. Coles CAS'66 
Denise M. Col 
Frank P. Colvario SED'69,71 
Douglas A. Conigliaro CAS'84,MED'84 
John W. Connery CAS'69 
Biagio A. Conte CAS'52 
Leah R. Cook SED'91 
Marvin F. Cook 
Adam D. Crescenzi ENG'64 
Larry Culpepper SPH'89 
Jim L Culver 
Domenick S. D'Amico 
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander V. D'Arbeloff 
Thomas W. Darling SED'93 
Lyman A. Davenport MED'68 
Margot Davis SED74 
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Dayton 
Bradley J. Demuth CGS'92,CAS'94 
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence E. DePaulis 
Robert G. Deraney CAS'87 
Jean E. De Valpine 
Shawn J. De Veau LAW'94 
Mr. and Mrs. John J. Deyst Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. George Diamantis 
Mr. and Mrs. Timothy Dibble 
Dr. and Mrs. Charles C. Dickinson III 
Susan Dickler 
John P. DiGiovanni SMG'89 
David A. Dockterman 
Patricia K. Donahoe SAR'58* 
Richard K. Donahue LAW'51 
Richard W. Donoho 
Frederick G. Doran CAS'51,MED'55 
R. Stephen Doyle 
Charles D. Dunbar ENG'80 
Patricia G. Dunegan 
Brian G. Durocher SEO'78 
Patrick W. Duthie CAS'90,GRS'90 
Lounete M. Dyer 
Wiliam E. Earle 
Merrill L. Ebner 
Alan M. Edelstein SMG'47,LAW49 
Alvin N. Eden MED'52 
Gerald S. Eilberg SMG'54 
Sarah Laks Einhorn SMG'82 
James E. Elgart CAS'90 
Jean Emerling 
Catherine S. England 
Robert Evans III LAW'85 
Robert W. Ewing 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Farnsworth 
Thomas C. Farrel LAW'91* 
David R. Federick SDM'72 
Michael G. Feinstein 
Geraldine L. Feldman CAS'69,MED'69 
Martin T. Feldman CAS'68,MED'68 
Wiliam D. Felton CGS'62,SMG'64 
Louis J. Fenerlis 
Carl Ferenbach III 
John H. Fisher* 
Margaret Boles Fitzgerald 
Kenneth E. Fosdick CGS'65,SMG'67 
Steven D. Frank SMG'88 
Sandra A. Frazier COM'01 
Marshal Freidus 
Michele S. Freidus SED'72 
Judie B. Friedberg-Chessin SED'59 
Helaine R. Friedlander SED'75 
Emanuel Friedman 
Paula K. Friedman SDM'88,SPH'00 
Carolyn Jacoby Gabbay CAS73, LAW'76 
Ronald S. Gabriel MED'63 
Ralph G. Ganick CAS'67,MED'67 
Robert Garber CAS73 
Raul I. Garcia 
Victoria J. Gartland CAS'84 
Edward T Geary SMG'77* 
Stephen R. Gerome CGS'61 
Daniel W. Gerrity LAW'73 
Paul J. Giandomenico SED'72* 
Martin S. Gilieson 
Herbert D.GIanz SMG'54 
Daniel L. Goldberg CAS'61 
Marshal I. and Merle Goldman 
Gene Gordon MED'46 
Doris Grabosky 
John D. Graton CAS'80 
John F. Guarente SDM'89 
Jon L. Hagler 
Jeanne M. Juodis Hannan SAR'53 
John F. Hanson SDM'64 
Andrew M. Harris SMG'89,GSM'95 
Mercia M. Harrison 
Mason N. Hartman CAS'49 
Nancy Marsh Hartman CFA'52 
Bruce M. Hauben 
RoxAnn J. Haynes SED'56 
Donald S. Heaton SMG'68,GSM70 
Christopher C. Henes DGE70,CAS73 
Eileen M. Herlihy LAW'82 
Meryl Starr Herman SMG'66 
Michael E. Herman SMG'69,LAW78 
Mr. and Mrs. Barry J. Hershey 
Scott A. Hessler SMG'70* 
Robert B. Hibbard STH'54,GRS'57 
Eugene D. Hill III GSM'80 
Elsie B. Hoddert 
Janet Andron Hofman CAS75 
Wiliam F. Hofmann III CGS'63,SMG'66 
Stephen K. Holand 
Esther A. H. Hopkins CAS'47 
Marjory Boyles Hopkinson SMG'57 
Gary R. Hutchinson SMG'68 
John P. lappini SMG'68,GSM77 
Manuel Ingal GRS'51,MED'55 
Jody L. Irwin LAW'89* 
Susan M.Jackson 
Barry Jacobs 
Charles M. Jacobs 
Marylynn Jacobs SAR'85 
Joseph 0. Jacobson CAS75,MED79 
Marjorie S. Jeffries 
Peggy L. Johnson 
Sadru P. Kabani 
Julie A. Kadashevich CAS'80 
Herbert M. Kagan 
Christos N. Kapogiannis CAS'92,MED'92 
Neil D. Karbank 
Amalie M. Kass SED'63 
John M. Kasson 
Kenneth P. Kato MED'89 
N e w P e r s p e c t i v e s o n T u r k e y 
Professor Richard Norton (center) introduces Suzanne Campagna to Professor Emeritus Herbert Mason. 
Mehmet Nahid Kerven, a member of the Young Turks 
movement and later of the Turkish parliament, dedi-
cated his life to his family and politics. So his daugh-
ter, Suzanne Campagna, established the Campagna-
Kerven Lectureship at Boston University to increase 
public knowledge about her father's homeland and 
the issues so important to him. 
"Father was always interested in education and 
politics," recalls Campagna. "He was very much 
involved in politics and was very active from way 
back in the movement for a change in [Turkish] gov-
ernment. Even now, when I think of him, I see him 
in my mind talking about politics." 
An ardent member of the Young Turks nationalist 
reform party, Kerven was temporarily imprisoned for 
his beliefs. After the Young Turks led a rebellion 
against Sultan Abdul Hamid II, who was officially 
deposed and exiled in 1909, Kerven was reinstated in 
the army and his arrest was expunged from his 
record. He fought in the Balkans War, taught, and in 
the late 1920s was elected to the Turkish parliament, 
where he served until his retirement late in the 1940s. 
While the lectureship in Kerven's name does not 
focus solely on politics, educating people about 
Turkish government is one of its goals. 
The lecture program, now in its tenth year, also 
honors Campagna's late husband, Gerard Campagna 
(GRS'52), who earned his doctorate in history at 
Boston University. Suzanne Campagna remembers his 
passion for education and his love of fine books. He 
earned a master's degree in French in 1937 from 
Columbia University and studied in France. Serving 
in the military during and just after World War II, he 
met his soon-to-be wife at a dinner party in Paris 
held by a Turkish diplomat. "We kept in contact," she 
says. "I learned he was very interested in French liter-
ature and was quite scholarly." 
The couple married in Paris in 1945 and moved 
to the United States in 1946, when he began teaching 
at the University of Massachusetts at Fort Devens. It 
was then she began thinking about educating the 
public about her homeland. 
"I was very surprised at the lack of knowledge 
about Turkey" in America, she says, except among 
scholars. "That was the seed for this lectureship." 
Topics of the lectures, usually held in April, include 
Turkish society, culture, and politics; the only restric-
tion is that the primary emphasis must be on modern 
Turkey and the lecturers not be government officials. 
"The lecture series is a great success," says BU 
anthropology and international relations professor 
Richard Norton, first chairman of the committee 
that chooses lecturers for the program. "We have had 
leading scholars and journalists, roughly split 50-50 
between men and women. It usually attracts a nice 
crowd of 100 or so, including many Boston 
University students." 
Campagna recently made a bequest to the 
University that will permanently endow the lectureship 
and a fellowship for a doctoral student studying mod-
ern Turkey, Turkish culture, society, politics, or econom-
ics. The fellowship also honors her father and husband, 
each of whom wrote a thesis about Turkish govern-
ment in his own time: Kerven's thesis is on the Young 
Turks; Gerard Campagna's is on the Turkish Republic. 
"I felt there was a certain lack of understanding 
about that part of the world," says Campagna. "This 
bequest is for education." —Danielle Masterson 
*matched gift fdeceased Advancement Fall 2004 
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A n I n h e r i t e d L o v e f o r E d u c a t i o n 
Anna (above) and Gladys Medzorian on the BU campus. 
As teachers in the Arlington Public Schools for more than thirty-five years, Anna (SED'66) and Gladys 
Medzorian know education well. They will pass on their commitment to education, learned from their parents 
and practiced through their own years of service, with the new Anna and Gladys Najarian Medzorian Scholarship 
Fund. The decision to endow a scholarship, Anna says, "goes back to our parents, -who regarded education as very 
important. They came over from the old country, from Armenia, and they thought that the U.S. was the best 
place to continue to advance oneself." 
Their family's concern for education helped lead Anna and Gladys to teaching. Both earned bachelor's 
degrees from Boston State College, where Gladys got a master's in education. Anna earned her master's from BU's 
School of Education. "I had always wanted to be a teacher," Gladys says. "It's an awesome task to try to teach— 
you're helping to mold the future." At BU,Anna became a reading specialist. "I felt that really helped when I 
taught first grade, when students start reading," says Anna. "It was very satisfying to see the kids happy that they 
were able to read." 
In honor of their family, they have included their mother's maiden name, Najarian, as well as their family 
name in the scholarship, which will fund the education of Armenian-American students in SED. If a qualified 
SED candidate is not found, the scholarship will be used for a School of Management student. 
Anna and Gladys were raised in an immigrant household with hardworking, bilingual parents and a grand-
mother who spoke only Armenian. Their mother, Serpouhe, emigrated from Armenia when she was twenty-one, 
learned English, and worked in her brother's textile mill before marrying. After marriage, Serpouhe continued as 
a homemaker who excelled at all forms of sewing and handiwork, including making lace doilies and linens 
through a weaving-like process called tatting. 
Anna and Gladys' father, Arthur H. Medzorian, came to America when he was five, along with his father and 
five brothers. Eventually, Arthur graduated from Arlington High School. "He would have loved to go to college," 
says Anna. "He had a very good business mind," adds Gladys. To support his family, Arthur opened a business with 
three of his brothers. The O.K. Tire Company offered tire patching and re-treading from a shop on Columbus 
Avenue in Boston. "They worked night and day," Gladys says of her father and uncles. "It was hard, tedious 
work." But Arthur was able to put his daughters through school while continuing his own informal education. 
"He was self-taught through all the reading he did," Gladys adds. "He loved reading," Anna chips in. 
While they lived in Arlington, the Medzorian family was active in the Armenian community attending func-
tions in Watertown and Cambridge. Helping others, both within and outside the Armenian community, was also 
an important part of the ethics with which they were raised. "If you're good to people," Anna says, "they'll be 
good to you." —Nathaniel Beyer 
Helen Kondel Katsidhe CAS'52 
Robert M. Kershner CAS75 
Thomas B. Kilgore 
Timothy A. Kimbal CAS'81 
Elena D. Kingsland 
Jeffrey N. Kline COM'87 
Michael J. Kohn CGS'81 ,CAS'86 
Sudha R. Kotha CAS'90,SPH'92 
Virginia N. Kreis 
Michael P. Krone CAS'76 
Robbie S. Lacritz 
Cecelia Lance 
Marie J. Langlois 
Robert A. Lawrence* 
Carol F. Lechan 
Seth P. Lerner MED'81 
Jonathon Lee Levin CGS'89,SMG'91 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lobue 
Caroline K. Loughlin 
John H. Loynes SMG'55* 
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Kevin Mancuso CAS'71 
Neal Mandel MED'86 
Madalyn L. Mann SDM76 
Scott J. Manty SMG'84 
Frank I. Marcus MED'53 
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Gladys A. Marple CAS'41 * 
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Mr. and Mrs. Brian K. Mazar 
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Francis R. McCarthy 
John J. McCarthy 
Richard F. McCarthy LAW'68 
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James 0. Menzoian CAS'63,GRS'65 
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N. Stephen 0berCAS'82,MED'86 
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Paul O'Reily 
Michael Pappone 
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas W. Parkinson 
Sanjay Patel ENG'87 
Mr. and Mrs. Burton Paul 
Nuala Pel* 
Max J. and Hilda D. Perlitsh 
Linda S. Peterson LAW'76* 
Fredric Philips GSM'82* 
Laurie Cowan Philips CAS'74,GSM78* 
James C. Pizzagali LAW'69 
Mr. and Mrs. Wiliam F. Pounds 
Fabrizio M. Pravedoni SMG'64 
Elton Price GRS'61 
Albert G. Quinzani SMG'42 
Iver S. Ravin MED'40 
John R. Regier 
Charles E. Reiter III CAS'76 
Edward Harvey Resnick LAW'62 
Francis J. Rice SMG'57 
Jonathan R. Rod LAW'85 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert G. Rogers Jr. 
Richard A. Rudders 
Anna M. Sabasteanski 
Gary F. Santo Jr. CAS'92 
Emily F. Schabacker 
Alan L. Schechter MED78 
Joan D. Schneider COM'72 
Mr. and Mrs. Wiliam R. Schumann 
Thomas F. Sculy CAS'70 
Jeffrey C. Selden SHA'91 
Richard C. Shadyac LAW'52 
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Shane 
Susan G.Shaw SMG'68 
Frank J. Shealey CAS'66,LAW69 
Michael C. Shef CAS'61,SDM'68 
Wiliam R. Shek 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert B. Sherman 
Joanne Sidd PAL'48 
Kenneth B. Simons MED'80 
Gail P. Sinai LAW'85,'91 
Kenneth W. Sinclair SMG'74* 
John K. Skrypak LAW'82* 
Carol G. Smith 
Garrison R. Smith MET'94,LAW98 
Wayne E. Smith LAW'86* 
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Snider 
Richard J. Snyder LAW'63 
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Spang 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Stakely 
Kenneth B. Stanley CGS'69 
Peter M. Steinmann GSM'91 
Dr. and Mrs. Robert F. Stephens 
Mr. and Mrs. Howard H. Stevenson 
Joseph Stone 
Susan Sherman Stone CAS'70 
Barney D. Streit SDM'96 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward W. Sturrus* 
Mr. and Mrs. Michael J. Sugar Jr. 
Richard P. Sulivan 
Dr. and Mrs. Jacgues Sultan 
Peter H. Suton CAS'68,LAW71 
Thomas Tachovsky 
Mr. and Mrs. Ganson P. Taggart 
Robert D. Taggart 
Robert Wats Thornburg 
Samuel Thorne 
Mr. and Mrs. Wiliam Trayes 
Stephen M. Tringale 
CAS'80,GRS'86,MED'90 
Robert S. Trump DGE'68,CAS70 
Elaine Tveekrem SDM74 
Steve W. Van Evera 
Alan van Gestel LAW'61 
Alan P. Vaughan CAS'70 
Christos Viores SAR'01 
Louis W. Vitale 
John H. Walker SDM'78 
Steven F. Walker SMG'80 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. Warburton 
Mr. and Mrs. Steven C. Ward* 
Harry J. Weiss LAW'76* 
Mathew F. Whitlock 
Joseph E. Wiliams SMG76* 
Lois Willis SAR'49 
Elisabeth Wineberg 
Lee H. Winter MED'86 
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Wisotzky 
lga B. Wohlrab SPH'99 
Wiliam Wright SMG'44,'47* 
Marcia Yanofsky SED'52 
Craigie A. Zildjian SED'76 




Linda De Angelis Aboites 
Mr. and Mrs. Roberto E. Aboitiz 
Seth G. Abraham C0M'69 
Walter H. Abrams SED'77 
Herbert A. Abramson SMG'49 
Morton C. Abromson CAS'63,GRS'64 
Sarah Ackerman 
Gregory H. Adamian LAW'51,Hon.'91 
Beatrice Adams 
Nancy Adams 
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas H. Adams 
David M. Albert SDM'70 
Joseph J. Aleardi SDM76 
Herbert S. Alexander SMG'64 
Lawrence A. Alen 
Paul D. Alen CAS'67,MED'67 
Mr. and Mrs. Patrick D. Aley 
Graham T. Alison Jr. 
Judith A. Alpert CAS'51,SED'73 
Anissa M. Al-Rasheed SDM'83,'84 
Barry R. Alter CAS'67,MED71 
Sarah Alvord 
Robert Amory 
Cheryl Anderson SDM'90 
Lee E. Anderson MED77 
Mr. and Mrs. Mark G. Anderson 
James E. Andrews MED78 
Leigh F. Andrews SMG'63 
Philip J. Andrews MED'61 
Stephen B. Andrus 
Marcia E. Angel MED'67 
Amy S. Anthony 
Arthur C. Anton SMG'50 
Michael L. J. Apuzzo MED'65 
Philip J. Arena MED'61 
James A. Argeros CAS'51 
Patricia Cadigan Armstrong CAS'42 
Thomas A. Armstrong 
Jeanne F. Arnold MED'61 
Norman Arnold 
Susan Arnold SDM'91 
Ralph Arnoldy DGE'54,LAW54 
Leslie G. Aronovitz GSM'81 
Morton H. Aronson CAS'56,LAW59 
Harold F. Arthur SMG'54 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert D. Asher 
Robert M. Atebara SDM75 
Michael R. Athanas 
Peter R. H. Atherton 
Dr. and Mrs. Elisha Atkins 
Gerald J. August MET'83 
Mr. and Mrs. Dalton J. Avery 
Jonathan L. Awner LAW'85 
Ryan J. Babcock CAS'98 
Timothy J. Babineau GSM'OO 
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J. Baccei 
Marta K. Bach 
Thomas C. Bagnoli MED'64 
David A. Bailen MED'67 
Mary L. Baird 
Anthony L Baisden MED'88 
Barbara J. Baker MED'70 
Kenneth Baker 
Lois S. Baker-Ernst 
Daniel V. Bakinowski CAS72,LAW8I 
Richard J. Balon C0M'85* 
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert M. Bank 
Holynn J. Bank CGS'94,SHA97 
Mr. and Mrs. Carl W. Banks* 
Paul A. Bankson C0M'57* 
Mary A. Barbieri CAS'64,SED'65 
David H. Barlow 
Judith M. Barnet 
Elizabeth D. Barnet MED'85 
Michael C. Barrett 
Maura Barry CGS'81 ,C0M'83 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank S. Barsalona 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Bartel 
Charles E. Bascom ENG'64 
Leslie H. Baskin 
George H. Bass* 
Janice Bassil LAW'78 
Cecily Bastedo 
Mr. and Mrs. David J. Bateman 
Wiliam R. Bates SMG'52 
Howard C. Bauchner MED79 
Arthur E. Bean Jr. LAW'51 
Douglas S. Bean SMG78 
Howard C. Beane MED'57 
Mr. and Mrs. David L. Beaty 
John H. Bechtel MED'50* 
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Beckman 
John R. Bednar SDM75 
Frances F. Beekley CGS'83,CAS'85 
Edward A. Beeman MED'47 
Mr. and Mrs. George D. Behrakis 
Richard D. Belin LAW'81 
J. Elizabeth Belkonen 
Geraldine M. Bel 
Dr. and Mrs. Neal D. Belanti 
Susan J. Belinger SSW'63 
Nancy Milner Bender SAR'49 
Antoinette Bennet CAS78 
Geofrey Bentley* 
Judy Berger 
Barry S. Bergman SMG'75,GSM76 
Susan B. Bergman MED'82 
Dorothy J. Bergold SSW'81 
George Berkowitz 
Mr. and Mrs. Schorr Berman 
Leonard D. Berman 
Mr. and Mrs. Mark E. Berman* 
Isidor Bernstein 
Jane Bernstein 
Alan M. Berry LAW'69 
Michael Berry 
Bernard J. Berstein Jr. MED'72 
Mary K. Berteli 
Christian C. Bertelsen CAS'66 
Rosemary C. Bertelsen CAS'66 
Richard G. Berube SDM'93,'95 
Stephen Berube SDM'93,'95 
Gerald Besson MED'50 
Penelope P. Beye 
Nazila Bidabadi CAS'82,SDM*87 
Cora Bieber 
Gerald J. Bilow 
Anthony P. Biscardi CAS'92,SED'94 
David W. Bishop MED'46 
Katharine C. Black 
Linda C. Black 
John Bladon 
Kurt J. Bloch 
Joan E. Bloom 
Bonny E. Boatman 
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey N. Bock 
Zvi I. Bodie 
Arthur Bond Jr. 
Robert M. Bonin SMG'52,LAW54 
Jean C. Bonney 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard E. Bonz 
Laura Trowe Bookman MED'84 
Anne S. Borg 
S. Arthur Boruchof MED'51 
Alice C. Boss 
Russel A. Boss 
Martin H. Bosworth CGS'95,CAS'97 
Brendan E. Boyce CAS'97 
Phylis C. Boyd CAS'54 
Damon F. Bradley CAS'64 
Daniel A. Brady SED'72 
Ernest A. Bragg Jr. 
CAS'39,GRS'40,MED'43 
Raymond L. Braham SDM'70 
George C. Branche Jr. MED'48 
Lewis E. Braverman 
Leo R. Breitman GSM'65* 
Wiliam F. Brennan SDM'70 
Joann G. Breuer 
Shirley C. Brewer 
Sierra H. Bright 
G. Mathew Brock SDM'02 
Clark E. Broden CAS'64 
Aviva A. Brooks CAS'82 
Robert B. Brass MED'54 
Daisy Broudy 
Helen P. Brown 
Herbert N. Brown 
Mr. and Mrs. Kevin R. Brown 
Mary L. Brown STH'56,SAR'60 
Nicholas Brown 
Robert H. Brown MED'65 
Sheila M. Brawn 
Saly Browning MED'81 
Henry Bruce 
Nancy W. Bruley SSW'50 
Roger T. Bryant SAR'64 
Stephen L. Buchwald 
James W. Buckham CAS'87 
Pamela H. Buckner 
Lawrence I. Buel 
Mary C. Buletza SMG'80 
Pamela Burch 
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron A. Burchuk 
Robert M. Burchuk CAS'82,MED'82 
Kenneth G. Burgess 
Agnes R. G. Burke 
Barbara Burnim 
David G. Burros SDM'93 
Robert S. Burroughs MED'64 
Renee H. Burrows-Rapaporte SED'6l 
Kathleen A. Bursley 
Eugene W. Butler 
Gerard A. Butler SMG'63 
Kate and Paul Butenwieser 
David D. Buttolph CGS77,CAS79 
Dr. and Mrs. Robert C. Buxbaum 
Peter Byers 
Wiliam L. Byrnes 
Wiliam T Byrt CAS75 
Clark Byse 
Elinor H. Caines PAL'30,GSM'54 
Rafael A. Calderon CAS'95,SMG'95 
Alan D. Calow 
Brian L. Cameron MED'87 
Doris R. Cameron MED'87 
Dorothy D. Cameron 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Campana* 
David K. Campbel 
Duncan W. Campbel MED'54 
Mildred A. Campbel 
Sarah R. Campbel 
Mr. and Mrs. Timothy Campbel 
Mr. and Mrs. James F. Capalino 
Gerald Caporicci SMG'74* 
A. Wiliam Caporizzo LAW'85* 
James C. Carafotes 
J. Edward Carchidi GRS'58 
Mr. and Mrs. Peter P. Carcia 
C. Richard Carlson MET70 
James H. Carney II 
Russel K. Carney 
Kevin M. Carome 
David W. Carpenter LAW'75 
Edward M. Carpenter 
Burton U. Carr SMG'40 
Arthur P. Carriere CAS'58,MED'62 
June 0. Carter 
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Gill Case 
Gennaro L. Cataldo 
Richard Cate 
Courtney Cazden 
David M. Center CAS72,MED72 
Patricia W. Chadwick MET75 
David B. Chag 
Karin M. Chamberlain 
Michael Wing Ming Chan CAS'77 
Mr. and Mrs. Donald L. Chapin 
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Charren 
Edmond E. Charrete MED'62 
Evelyn H. Chase 
Samuel N. Chase SMG'57 
Robert E. Chavez SDM74 
George Chen SMG72 
Gregory L. Chin SMG'89* 
Toy Har Chin CAS'56* 
Sabang Cho CFA'04 
Dr. and Mrs. Keran M. Chobanian 
Edward J. Chrisom 
Russel K. Christensen SDM'93 
Taylor K. Christie CAS'97* 
David J. Chronley MED74 
Mr. and Mrs. George Chryssis 
& 
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John Ciarleglio III 
Todd A. Cioffi CAS'86,'88 
Domenic A. Ciraulo 
Adolph B. Clachko MED'51 t 
Marc A. Clachko MED'71 
Benjamin S. Clark SMG'62 
Arthur D. Clarke and Susan P. Sloan 
Sherril P. Cline CAS74,LAW78 
Maria Clodes-Jaguaribe CFA76 
John P. Cloherty MED'62 
Lorraine P. Cocolis SAR'63* 
Peter K. Cocolis ENG'64* 
Jane S. Coe 
Jay D. Cofman MED'54 
Carolyn A. Cohen SAR'65 
Eliot K. Cohen LAW'53,'65 
Joanna Cohen 
Jonathan J. Cohen 
Melvin Cohen 
Richard S. Cohen 
Ann Colangelo and Wilam T Fleming 
Carmine Colarusso 
Addison D. Cole 
Alan Cole 
Howard R. Cole SMG'43* 
Ruth E. Coleman SAR'48 
Mr. and Mrs. John Coletti 
Ann B. Colony LAW'81 
Timothy S. Colton 
Sarah C. Columbia 
John R. Conant SMG'49 
Margaret A. Congleton 
Kathleen M. Conley CGS'84,SMG'86 
Douglas W. Conn SDM'95 
Christopher Connoly 
Patricia A. Connoly MED'84 
Catherine M. Conover 
Wiliam G. Constable LAW79 
Maria K. Constantinidis 
Bernard M. Corbet CAS'83 
Benjamin W. Corn CAS'86,MED'86 
Phylis D. Corn SAR'82 
Albert C. Cornelio LAW'57 
Adam and Alexis Corniele 
E. Gerald Corrigan 
Jay Corrin CGS'76,GRS76 
Deborah J. Coton MED76 
David A. Cottrel 
Joan C. Countryman 
Gregory J. Courand ENG'79 
David J. Coval MED'84 
Wiliam E. Cox DGE'55,C0M'57 
Mr. and Mrs. Peter M. Coxe 
Frances M. Cramb* 
Jeffrey B. Crandal MED'67 
Wiliam R. Cranley MED'68 
Wiliam Crawford GSM'80* 
Michael J. Crescenzi SMG'70 
Mr. and Mrs. Caspar Cronk 
Christian F. Crouse CAS'66 
George Cubanski CAS'76* 
L. Adrienne Cupples GRS74 
John R. Curran MED'80 
Mr. and Mrs. Steven 0. Curry 
Charles B. Curtis LAW'65 
Frances A. Curtiss SAR'54 
Peter J. Cusato 
Farhad Daftary SDM'78,'83 
Fereidoun Daftary 
James R. Dakin SED'69 
David A. D'Alessandro MED'66 
Edward G. D'Alessandro LAW'54 
Nancy Daly LAW'85 
Charles B. and Lucile E. Dane 
Andre Danesh 
Louis A. D'Angio LAW'51 
M. Jane Daniel 
Kenneth Danile 
Christos Daoulas CAS'49,SED'53,70 
Ruth L. Darling 
David H. Darman SMG'84 
Alen N. David LAW77 
Dr. and Mrs. Mark L. Davidner 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert A. Davidow 
Merrilee Davidson 
Caroline D. Davis LAW79 
D. Scott Davis 
Dorothy M. Davis 
Edna L Davis CFA'64 
Simon L Davis 
Peter Davison 
David Dean ENG73 
J. Thomas Dean SDM'72 
Edith G. De Angelis SAR'51 ,SED'55,77 
Peter J. Deckers MED'66 
Christopher L. DeFazio CAS'82,MED'86 
Constance V. DeFelice SAR'52 
Elen R. Delany 
Dr. and Mrs. Edwin J. Delattre 
Frank DelSanto SED'55,'59,76 
Daryl J. DeLuca 
Elizabeth M. Delude-Dix 
Thomas J. DeMarco GRS'68,SDM'68 
Cynthia J. Demopoulos COM'85 
Michael J. Denihan SED'63 
Jeffrey S. Dennis CAS70,MED74 
Dominick P. DePaola 
Denise A. DeRosa-Farag CAS'84,GRS'85 
Leonard W. D'Errico SED'53,'54 
John P. Deyst 
Susan F. DiCicco LAW92 
Richard D. N. Dickinson Jr. 
STH'54,GRS'59 
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence B. Diener 
Paul M. Dietterich STH'53,'61 
Diana L. Digges* 
Nadine A. Di lorio SMG'82 
Dan Dill CAS'68 
Patricia Anne Dinndorf CAS73 
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Disabato 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard P. Dober 
Patricia Bickford Doleman 
Wiliam Donahue 
Luke Donenfeld CAS'94 
Helen Donnely CAS'65 
Mitchel Doren 
Rachael M. Dorr LAW'81 
Gail H. Douglas SON'68,SPH'88* 
Christopher Douvile SDM'OO 
Dorothy Dow SED'53 
Maureen Dowds* 
Wiliam H. Downey COM'66 
Elizabeth Dray 
Peter H. Dresens 
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Driscol 
Michael S. Drucker MED'69 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward E. Duess 
Nancy Duker 
Stephen C. DuLong CAS72,SDM75,78 
Arthur L. Dunphy DGE'59,C0M'61 
J. Michael Dunphy CAS'67 
Jane G. Dustan 
Dr. and Mrs. Francis Dynof 
David R. Edelstein MED'80 
Alfred J. Egenhofer LAW'70 
Jesse B. Ehrlich SDM'82 
Hermann F. Eilts Hon.78 
Thomas A. Einhorn 
Stanley Eisenberg 
Clifford R. Eisler 
John M. Elder 
Albert L. Elias CAS'69 
James V. Elliott C0M'43,SMG'43,GRS'47 
Marion Wier Elliott MED'55 
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas C. Elis 
Stephen E. Elman C0M72 
Deborah L. Elsea ENG'87,GSM'98 
Mathew F. Elwood CAS'OO.GRS'OO* 
Keith M. Emery CAS'01 
Richard S. Emmet 
Willis M. Emmons III 
Mr. and Mrs. Bradford M. Endicott 
Diane L. Engel 
Thomas R. Engel 
Saul Engelbourg 
John C. Englander LAW83 
John M. Enriquez CAS'81 
Jacqueline M. Entenmann COM'91 
Martha A. Erickson 
Michael J. Esposito MED'49 
Barbara D. Etherington 
Barbara V Evans LAW55 
Carole S. Evans CAS'69* 
Mr. and Mrs. Donald J. Evans 
Robert I. Evans C0M'68,SED71* 
Herbert L Everet MED'54 
Jack T.Evjy MED'61 
Winifred F. Ewing 
Charles A. Fager 
Jonathan D. Fain SMG72 
Colege of General Studies sophomore Julie Brady Hahn at a 
dinner in Minneapolis hosted by Sharon and Robert Ryan in 
Aram Chobanian's honor. 
Norman M. Fain 
Alexander Falk 
Grace D.Falk SAR'54 
James H. Farmer MED'82 
Francis A. Farraye 
Paul S. Farsai SDM'94,'95,SPH'97 
James J. Fasy SDM'73 
Stephen B. Feder LAW'81 
Anthony M. Feeherry LAW74 
Wiliam A. Felder SMG'64 
Carl H. Feldman CAS'59 
Donald L. Feldman SDM71 
Ralph and Evelyn Felsten 
Thomas A. Ferlito SDM'84 
Arthur Fertman SDM'64 
Melvin D. Field 
Mark G. Filer CAS'67 
George Findel Jr. LAW'63 
Barbara Finder SMG'80 
I. Howard Fine MED'66 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Fink 
Barbara Finkemeyer 
John J. Finn CAS74,LAW80 
Tiffany A. Fiorentino CAS'01 
Lloyd A. Fisk LAW'67* 
Edwin J. Fitzpatrick Jr. CGS70,CAS72 
Arthur S. Flashman SMG'84 
E. Norman Flayderman DGE'50,CAS'52 
Gary R.FIeder COM'85 
Levered Flint 
Loring S.Flint Jr. CAS73.MED76 
Mr. and Mrs. Jason Flora* 
Delia Flynn 
Judith M. Flynn 
Dr. and Mrs. Daniel Foley 
Michael C. Fondo 
CAS'85,GRS'86,LAW90* 
Hup Fong SMG'67 
Mr. and Mrs. George B. Foote Jr. 
John A. Foppiano SMG'53* 
Dr. and Mrs. Garland L. Forbes 
Richard Forcucci SDM'87 
Jay M. Forgotson LAW'70 
R. Armour Forse 
Mr. and Mrs. Albert M. Fortier Jr. 
Leo B. Forzley LAW'54 
Beverly A. Foss MED'54 
Daphne H. Foster CAS79,GSM'82 
James C. Foster LAW'76 
Edward M. Fox LAW'85 
Frederick L. Fox MED'68 
Scott G. Foxman CAS79,MED79 
Stephen J. Frame SDM'89,'99 
George E. crangiadakis 
Marta M. Frank SON'69,74 
Donna Frano 
Alan C. Fraser 
Janet A. Fraser ENG'81 
Dr. and Mrs. Albert R. Frederick Jr. 
Lillian R. Freedman 
Charles C. Freihoter III SMG'65 
Fayne L. Frey CAS'83,MED'87 
Frederick D. Friedman CAS'02,'03 
Howard L. Friedman SDM74 
Martha M. Frigoletto MED'66 
Mr. and Mrs. Laurent P. Frost 
Steven W. Frumin 
Charlotte Frye COM'64 
Alan M. Fuji 
Mr. and Mrs. Larry D. Fulenhamp 
Albert E. Fuler LAW'59 
Carl E. Fuler SMG'54 
Patricia Fuler 
Richard A. Fuler ENG'88 
Jacqueline I. Fulop SDM'94,'96 
John J. Gafey SMG'51* 
Anne Gain 
Jonathan J. Gali SMG'83 
Gilbert Garber MET'93 
George E. Garcia MED'61 
Henry Gardiner SMG'74 
Natalie Gardiner 
Howard Gardner* 
Sarah E. Garner 
Victor J. Garo SMG'63,LAW65 
Barbara J. Garrity LAW'76 
Wiliam F. Garvin MED'72 
Judith L. Gass 
D. George Gata CAS'82,ENG'85 
Benjamin Gates 
Linda M. Gaudiani MED76 
liana T Gauss CAS'99 
Pauline J. Gauthier CAS'91 
Michael D. Gayda LAW'79 
Stephen A. Gaylor MET'99 
Frank C. Gazzaniga MED'59 
Jane S. Gentry SAR'54 
Brian E. Geraghty CFA76 
Celina Gerbic CAS'88,LAW91 
Julian A. Gershwin 
Colman N. Gerson 
Robert B. Getreu SMG'92 
Charles Getz SMG'77 
George E. Ghareeb MED'62 
Bahram Ghassemi SDM77,79,'80 
Anthony A. Gianely GRS'67,MED74 
Robert Gilary SDM'72 
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel J. Gililand 
Mr. and Mrs. Abbot L. Gilman 
Robert H. Gilman MED74.SDM77 
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas F. Giordano* 
Nicholas Giosa MED'52 
Steven D. Girouard ENG'89* 
Louis J. Giuliana SMG'48 
Leonard H. Glantz CAS70,LAW73 
Daniel Glaser 
Gary H. Glaser LAW'76 
Lawrence Glovin SMG'57 
Thomas P. Glynn III* 
Bernice Goldberg 
Debralee G. Goldberg CGS76,CAS78* 
Mr. and Mrs. Donald T. Goldberg 
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth M. Goldberg 
Richard J. Golden GSM'77* 
President ad interim Aram Chobanian, Trustee Sharon Ryan (SAR'70), and Vice President for University 
Development and Alumni Relations Christopher Reaske at the June reception hosted by Sharon Ryan 
and the Alumni Club of the Twin Cities in Minneapolis. 
Arnold Goldenberg MED'54 
Diana Goldfarb 
Laura A. Goldfarb 
Robert B. Goldfarb LAW'67 
Robert P. Goldman 
CGS'66,SMG'68,GSM71 t 
Edward J. Goldstein SMG'71 
Irwin Goldstein 
Merle F. Goldstein CAS'59 
John A. Gontarz CAS'66 
Alen Goodman DGE'51,LAW'54 
Neva R. Goodwin GRS'88 
Sherwood Judith Gorbach 
Dean C. Gordanier Jr. LAW'81 t 
Albert I. Gordon 
Malcolm Gordon MED'48 
Douglas V. Gorin SDM'72 
Mr. and Mrs. Philip J. Gotwals 
Diana S. Gould LAW79 
Jack B. Gould LAW'79,'82 
Karen A. Gouid SSW'68 
Paul Gracefa GSM'94 
Michael J. Grady 
Sven F. Grail GSM'90,SDM'90 
Donald J. Grande MED'73 
Anne T. Graw 
Ann Gray SAR'54 
John E. Gray SMG'79 
Stephen S. Gray 
Clifton A. Grayer Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. Antonio Graziano 
Mitchel J. Greb LAW'54 
Stuart D. Greenberg SDM'89 
Leonard A. Greene CAS'52,MED'60 
Richard Greenlaw 
Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Greenwald 
Dr. and Mrs. Kenneth W. Gregg 
Curtis D. Gridley 
David Griesinger 
Harriet Ely Griesinger CAS'62,GRS'66 
Mr. and Mrs. Darrel R. Griffin 
Mr. and Mrs. Elwyn C. Griffiths* 
Barbara E. Grill CAS'63 
R.H. Grace III CGS'80,SMG'82,MET84 
Tod R. Gross 
Jeffrey N. Grossman GSM'95 
Peter J. Grua 
C. Steven Gulrich SDM76 
Semih Gulzari CAS'97 
Bert L. Gusrae LAW'61 
Elaine Hackney 
Ernest M. Haddad LAW'64 
Richard A. Hadjian CAS'71 
Nancy R. Hagens 
Nubar D. Hagopian GSM'67 
Eyad Haidar SDM'95,'97 
Herman and Renee Haimovici 
Marcia B. Hal 
John D. Halisey LAW'69 
Katherine A. Haltom SDM'79,'82 
ZhalehJ. Hami SDM'81,'87 
Russel T Hamilton LAW'78 
Ruth A. Hammer SAR'54 
Nancy Blank Hammonds 
Young Jae Han GSM79 
Wiliam M. Haney 
Richard S. Hanki LAW'60 
Walter E. Hanley Jr. LAW'76 
H. Patricia Hanna 
Daniel P. Hannafin 
Arnold C. Hanson CAS'48 
Milard Harmon SED'49,'53,'60 
Elisabeth Harper 
Bety Jane Harrington SAR'54 
George F. Harrington 
Betsy Harris 
Nancy A. Hart 
Ray L. Hart 
Susan R. Hartley CAS'76 
David B. Hartmann MED70 
Anne B. Hartnett MET73,GRS79 
Lisbeth Rashkind Hartzel SED'77 
Sibyl Harwood 
David Haslam 
Wiliam T. Hathaway ENG'65 
Diana Hauser 
Michihiko Hayashida CAS'49,MED'53 
James R. Hayden 
Robert W. Healy MED'67 
Peter H. Heerwagen CAS'68 
Francie Heler SED'66* 
Eva J. Helmerhorst 
Joseph Philips Helyar DGE'63,CAS'66 
Douglas Henderson CAS'40,Hon.'69 
Lester K. Henderson MED'69 
Lynn E. Hendricks 
Gardner C. Hendrie 
Michele Henshaw SPH'96,SDM'00 
Mr. and Mrs. James Herdlicka 
George M. Herlihy LAW'47 
John A. Hermos MED'65 
Rosalie Hermos SPH'91 
Marcia Edelstein Herrmann MED78 
Daniel Hertzel SED'82 
Barbara Herzstein 
Marc S. Hetnik SMG'79 
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene L. Heung 
Mr. and Mrs. Wiliam Hicks 
Mildred S. Higgins SAR'54 
Stephen W. Hildreth 
Carol Hiliard 
Dwight R. Hilson COM'81 
Mr. and Mrs. Philip S. Hincman* 
Robert S. Hinds SMG'43 
George L. Hines CAS'69,MED'69 
Ann S. Hintlian 
Carlos B. Hirschberg 
Michael G. Hirsh MED'63 
Leslie P. Hitch 
Charles D. Hixon 
David C. Hoaglin 
James M. Hobin Jr. CGS'64 
Rodney F. Hochman CAS79,MED79 
David P. Hocking SMG'54 
Morton Z. Hofman 
Floriana T. Hogan PAL40,GRS'41,'55 
Michael L. Hogan CAS'77 
Paul F. Hogan 
Richard G. Holand Jr. SMG'49 




Dennis A. Holt 
Anne S. Holtzworth 
Gordon C. Honig SDM'78,'80 
Mark N. Horenstein 
C. Robert Horsburgh 
Sheri A. Horton 
Carl C. Howard CAS'68,LAW73 
John P. Howe III MED'69 
James M. Howel 
Linda D. Howel 
Bernard L. Huang CAS'57,MED'62 
Gregory E. Hudson 
CAS73,LAW76,GSM77 
Christopher V. Hughes 
Justin Hughes SDM'99 
James T Hunsicker 
GeriR. Hunter SDM'92 
Richard E. Hunter MED'44 
Ruth A. Hunter ENG'64,GSM'86 
Jennifer M. Huntington SED'75 
John A. Hupalo CAS'82 
George N. Hurd Jr. LAW48 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert S. Hurlbut 
Jeffrey P. Hurley MED'84 
George R. Hutchinson SMG'78,'93 
Jeffrey W. Huter 
Mr. and Mrs. John J. lannacci Jr. 
Harry M. lannotti MED'66 
John Ictech-Cassis SDM'86,'88 
Timothy A. Ingraham 
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard H. Inker 
Roscoe E. Irving SMG'49* 
Gerald T. Iseda GSM'89 
Gerald A. Isenberg SDM'65 
Lois Isenman 
Koji Ishibashi GRS'98 
Michael S. Isikow LAW'92 
Dr. and Mrs. Joseph A. Izzi Sr. 
Birte Jackson 
Charles Jackson Jr. 
Constance E. Jackson SED'63,'66,74 
Orton P. Jackson Jr. CAS'74 
Zhimon Jacobson SDM'81 ,'82 
Elizabeth P. Jaeger CAS'67 
Edeltraud U. James 
Jeffrey A. Janof SDM'77 
Peter F. Jeffries MED'60 
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Jennete 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward J. Jerlin 
Yanling Jiang SDM'91,'95/99 
Mimi Jigarjian GSM'87 
Peter C. Jones ENG'96* 
David H. Johnson ENG'65,'66 
Earl K. Johnson SMG'59 
Ervin Johnson Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. Holden Johnson Jr. 
Justine A. Johnson 
Robert E. Johnson Jr. GSM'77 
Ronald H. Johnson ENG'59 
Theodore G. Johnson 
Todd G. Johnson SMG'84 
Jeffrey F. Jones 
Judith A. Jones SDM'02 
Mr. and Mrs. Mark A. Jones 
Sara Walker Jones SAR'54,SED'59 
Dolores T. Jordan SAR'49,SED'60 
Gerald R. Jordan Jr. 
Jacques P. Joubert CAS'95* 
Helen Whalan Joyce PAL34,SED'35 
Patricia T. Judice 
Ann and Kai Juel 
Benjamin L. Jung LAW74 
Faith Justice 
Joseph H. Kahn 
Richard L. Kalish 
Katherine T. Kalis STH'94 
Kumiko Kamachi SDM'94,'97,'99 
Shiro Kamachi SDM'96,'99 
James G. Kamitses 
Onni C. Kangas CAS'50,MED'54 
Waren Kantrowitz MED'60* 
Constance J. Kaplan 
Harold Karlin CAS'39,MED'42 
Colin S. Karmody 
Nancy R. Karp SSW78 
Carlos S. Kase 
Shalini Kasida 
Hilary S. Kassler MED'89 
Atsushi Kasuya 
Yakov Y. Katz ENG'04 
Donald S. Kaufman MED'60 
Mr. and Mrs. Seth Kaufman 
Emma Kauntz 
Francis J. Keane SED'67,76 
Robert Kearin 
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel P. Kearney 
Elinor B.Keil* 
Rachel Boone Keith MED'49 
Frank G. Keleher DGE'51,LAW'54 
Charles E. Keler Jr. MED'84 
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Kelogg 
Wiliam W. Kely 
Mary Kennedy 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Kettler 
Dr. and Mrs. Nasser D. Khalili 
Nasir A. Khan 
Ghassan A. Khoury SDM'96,'97,SPH'99 
Anne Kibrick SED'45,SON'45 
Michael L. Kiklis MET'88 
Howard M. Kilguss CAS'67 
James D. Kilian GRS'51 
Mr. and Mrs. Warner Kim 
Anneta J. Kimbal MED'68 
Nancy P. King 
Lowel V. Kingsley CAS'40,SED'43 
James E. Kinlan 
Barbara M. Kirchheimer 
Christina F. Kirkpatrick 
David Klafter 
Oskar Klausenstock MED'53 
Mark S. Klempner 
Michael J. Kliegman LAW'78* 
Carolyn S. Kline CAS'47 
David Kluchman 
Anne L. Knasel MED'68 
Reynold F. Knopf 
Niki S. Kobacker 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold J. Kober* 
Mr. and Mrs. Jonathan Kolb 
Stephen A. Kolodny SMG'63,LAW65 
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Kopelman 
Burton I. Korelitz MED'51 
Joseph H. Korn 
Phylis H. Koteen MED'42 
Phylis A. Koton 
Gail Kaplan Kraft MED'70 
Sonia Y Kragh MED'87 
Fred M. Krainin CAS'81,MED'81 
PaulS. Kramer SMG'53,GSM'54* 
Dr. and Mrs. Stephen M. Krane 
A d vancemeni Fall 2004 
Bob Carey (MED'54, center) with School of Medicine Alumni Association Executive Director Barry 
Manuel (CAS'54, MED'58, left) and Alumni Association President Howard Bauchner (MED79). Carey 
spearheaded the Class of 1954 fiftieth-reunion gift to endow the School of Medicine International 
Health Organization, which supports students doing volunteer health care work in developing countries. 
He has been volunteering in South America since 1978. 
Daniel W. Krasner 
Dr. and Mrs. Arthur Kravitz 
Robert D. Krebs CGS'80,SMG'82 
John W. Krey GSM'51 
Ruby S. Krouwer 
Mr. and Mrs. Maxwel R. Krozy 
Caryl Jacobs Kuchman SMG'79* 
Ralph A. Kulberg CAS'52 
Karen E. Kulas ENG77* 
Alexander Kusko 
Mr. and Mrs. James Kuzmick 
Edward P. Lacey MET'81 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ladd 
Dorothy P. Ladd 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward H. Ladd 
Helen P. Ladd 
Dr. and Mrs. Stephen Ladwig 
Alvin P. Lafon CAS'51 
Peter D. Lamm CAS'74 
Mr. and Mrs. Joel H. Lamstein 
Alan J. Landau I AW'58/6? 
Wiliam Landau LAW'59 
John N. Landi DGE'53,COM'55 
Gail L Landis CAS'74 
George Lane 
Jeffrey H. Lane LAW'75 
Wiliam Lange 
Daphne Lange-Rosenzweig 
Harvey W. Lappen SMG'54 
Jeanne Larivee 
Wiliam A. Laskin 
Bety B. Laurie 
Tony Lawlor 
Andria R. Lawson 
Randy R. Lay CAS76,GSM'80 
Robin D. Layson 
Robert E. Leach 
Walace B. Lebowitz MED'56 
Mr. and Mrs. David A. Lee 
Min-Chang Lee 
Ted Lee SDM'86 
L. Victoria LeFevre 
Heidi M. Lehner 
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Lehner 
Howard M. Leibowitz* 
Paul M. Leiman CAS'72,MED74 
Fernando L. Leon 
Mr. and Mrs. Jack E. Leonard 
Robert and Kathryne Leonard 
Paula A. Leonard-Schwartz 
CAS'77,MED77 
Jerome Lerman 
Arnold S. Lerner MET74 
Irma M. Lessel MED77 
Harold J. Levin CAS'54,SDM'62 
Morris J. Levin LAW'53 
Nancy Livingston Levin COM'69 
Lawrence H. Levine CGS'78,MET'80 
Paul A. Levine CAS'68,MED'68 
Mr. and Mrs. Sy Levine 
Norman G. Levinsky f 
Ann R. Levison GRS'51 
Theresa E. Levy SED'90 
Wilma Lewis 
Andrew J. Ley LAW'75 
Darald R. Libby LAW'62 
Albert U. Liberatore SDM'83 
David T. Lifland 
Nikolaos Ligris CAS'01 
Mr. and Mrs. Byungsun Lim 
Charson Lin GSM'01 
Joann M. Lindenmayer 
T. F. Lindley STH'45,GRS'52 
Sumner H. Lipman SMG'63,LAW66 
Nicholas J. Lippis III ENG'84,'89 
Paul D. Lipsitt LAW'52 
Amy N. Lipton LAW79 
John N. Little 
Jon C. Lochner CAS'69,MED'69 
Janina Longtine 
Fortino E. Lopez ENG'02 
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Lorch 
Peter B. Loring CAS'67 
Joseph Loscalzo 
Paul W. Losordo CAS'70 
Wiliam E. LoVerme MED'79 
Seth P. Low 
Dr. and Mrs. James E. Luck* 
Jay Lucker 
Wiliam P. Luke MED'55 
George W. Lundstedt SDM74 
Jonathan Lupfer 
Robert I. Lurie DGE'51 ,C0M'53 
Mathew R. Lusins CGS'96,CAS'98 
Lorraine Lyman SED'65 
Susan P. MacEachron LAW'75* 
Joseph E. Magaro MED'61 
Ronald T. Maheu GSM'69 
Christopher P. Mailoux CAS'OO 
Wiliam I. Malamud Jr. MED'54,Hon.'60 
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Maletz 
Adarsh K. Malhotra SDM'OO 
Joan B. Malick CFA'65,SED70 
George D. Malkasian Jr. MED'54 
Wilfred S. Mamuya 
CAS'86,GRS'93,MED'93 
Todd Mandel MED'85 
John R. Mandile 
Celeste Kong Maness SDM'84 
Daniel C. Maneval ENG'82* 
James A. Manganelo GRS70,SED77 
Wiliam M. Manger 
Martin C. Manin CAS'49,MED'54 
Melissa B. Marantz CAS'OO 
Kevin Marden 
Howard N. Marget SMG'82 
Stanley V. Margolin SDM'87 
Sam A. Margolis CAS'55,GRS'63 
Donald W. Marion 
Joyce 0. Maroney GSM'82* 
Irene S. Marsh 
Geraldine C. Marshal CAS70,GRS74 
Margaret M. Martin CFA62 
Marguerite R. Martin SAR'47 
Wiliam M. Martin III 
Mr. and Mrs. Constandinos Martinos 
Miranda C. Marvin 
Ana K. Mascarenhas 
Mr. and Mrs. Paul G. Mascuch 
Mr. and Mrs. Gregg Mastoras 
Luigi Mastroianni Jr. MED'50,Hon.73 
Jacob J. Matloff CAS'41,MED'43 
Marguerite P. Matson SDM'95,'96 
Joseph M. Mathews MED'75 
Michael J. Mathews 
Bruce P. Matzkin LAW96 
Ernest R. May 
Philip May 
Nancy J. Mayer 
Susan S. Mayer 
Wiliam L. Mayer 
Gerald E. Mayo CAS'53 
Wiliam W. Mayo-Smith 
John F. McCahan 
Thomas P. McCann 
Joseph P. McCarthy 
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas McCarthy* 
Wiliam L. McCarthy MED'54 
Donald R. McCaul SSW58 
Thomas V McClammy SDM'99 
Martha McClatchie SMG'85 
Lawrence and Elizabeth P. McClendon 
Mr. and Mrs. Mark J. McConnel 
Samuel and Natalie Jacobson 
McCracken 
Deane B. McCraith SAR'83 
Coleen Wheeler McCreary COM'95* 
Dr. and Mrs. James McCulough 
Kathleen I. McCulough 
Edward J. McDonald Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. Sanford N. McDonnel 
Roger M. McDowel ENG'69* 
Marion L. McGovern SMG'80 
Douglas W. McGregor SMG'54 
James F. McHugh LAW'70 
James B. Mclntire CAS'85 
James J. McKenzie 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard G. McLaughry 
Theresa C. McLoud 
Mr. and Mrs. John F. McNamara 
Norma Jean McNary 
Mr. and Mrs. Kurt Meinhardt 
James C. Melby 
Stephen H. Meline CAS'70 
Anne T. Melvin LAW'88 
Edward Menges MED74 
J. Kenneth Menges Jr. SMG'79 
Wilhelm Merck 
Joseph P. Mercurio MET'81 
Marc A. Mercurio CAS'97,GSM'03 
Virginia Merritt 
Lawrence A. Merse SMG'70 
Anne Meyer 
Craig R. Meyer LAW'89 
Anne R. Meyers GSM'80,'81 
Lee K. Michel LAW'OO 
Jack B. Middleton LAW'56 
Mr. and Mrs. Hunter Milborne 
Frankland W. L. Miles Jr. LAW'52 
Dr. and Mrs. Abbot R. Miler 
Brian H. Miler SDM75 
DavidS. Miler ENG'91,'94 
Mr. and Mrs. Dean J. Miler 
Gerald C. Miler LAW'69,70 
Gregg A. Miler 
Jonathan S. Miler SMG73,C0M75 
Mr. and Mrs. Kim A. Miler 
Trevor Miler and Kim Wiliams 
Albert E. Mills SMG'59 
Eden R. Milroy 
Jennifer Minotti COM'91 
Robert T. Minotti CAS'90 
Ewajean Mintz GRS'64 
Robert Mirak 
Helene Mirikitani CAS'74 
Nicholas W. Misischia 
Anita L. Mitchel MED'64 
Janet B. Mitchel 
Peter V.Mitchel CAS'72 
Saly Mitchel 
Mr. and Mrs. Steven Mizusawa 
Bernard Moler SMG'51 
Sara Molyneaux 
Andrew T. Moo CAS78 
Gordon Moore 
Joan D. Moore SAR'54 
Penelope A. Moore 
Rita A. Moore CAS'69* 
Timothy P. Moore 
Deborah Moran 
Jeffrey A. Morander SMG'86 
Joseph P. Morganti CAS'84 
Patrick Morganti 
Saul P. Morgenstern SED74 
James Moriearty 
Scott C. Moriearty 
Sandra A. Morin SDM'89,'91 
Peter A. Morris CGS76 
Richard P. Morse 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Moses 
Mark B. Moss 
Ruth L. Mossman 
Geofrey P. Mot 
Clifton F. Mountain MED'54 
Frances S. Moyer 
Joseph A. Moylan MED'64 
Carla Munroe Moynihan LAW95 
Frank M. Mroz CAS'69 
Alfred E. Muccini ENG'62 
Carlos R. Munoz-Melowes MED'53,'54 
K. Michael Munsch MET'77 
Raymond J. Murgia SMG'59 
Georgia Murray and Mark Maloney 
Jane M. Musky CFA76 
Carl L Myers Jr. ENG'65 
Mr. and Mrs. Sherif A. Nada 
Sandra Nagro 
Harold Nahigian 
Carolann S. Najarian MED'80 
David M. Naseman CAS'71 
Clare S. Nash LAW43 
Harold B. Nash LAW'47 
Ted A. Nash DGE'54 
Dan Nathanson SDM'85,'90 
Mr. and Mrs. Wiliam N. Neidig 
Noreen A. Nelson MED'80 
Dr. and Mrs. Joseph Neustein 
Elizabeth E. Nevile 
Robert C. Nevile 
Philip M. Newhal MED'94 
Mary S. Newman 
Randy Newman 
Randal J. Newton 
Mr. and Mrs. Philip T. Nicholson* 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward J. Nierman 
John J. Norton LAW'59 
Richard E. Norton SMG'59* 
Gilbert A. Norwood CAS'53,MED'57 
Steven E. Nothern GSM'87 
Andrew Novack 
Roger B. Nudelman SMG'93 
Elizabeth K. Oakes PAL'48* 
M. Elizabeth Oates MED'81 
Robert D. Oates MED'82 
Arthur S. Obermayer 
Michael J. O'Brien 
Daniel J. O'Connor Jr. 
Delia O'Connor GSM'77 
John F. O'Connor MED'57 
John F. O'Donnel 
Rose G. O'Donnel MET78 
Gerard 0. O'Haloran 
Vincent S. O'Hara CAS'53,MED'57 
Jane S. O'Hern SAR'54,SED'62 
Lawrence J. Oliveira SDM'72 
L Christine Oliver 
Mr. and Mrs. Evgeniy N. Olkhovik 
Kenneth J. Olson C0M'89,GSM'02 
Edward F. O'Neil 
Monica O'Neil 
Frank G. Oppenheim 
GRS74,SDM76,77 
Rowan T. O'Riley 
Maureen A. O'Rourke* 
James F. Orr III GSM70 
Richard C. Osofsky SDM74 
Christopher O'Sulivan 
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Oto 
June Owen SAR'54 
Henry T. Oyama CAS'53,MED'57 
George TPadula LAW'54 
Herbert J. Paine DGE'65,CAS'67 
Mr. and Mrs. Anastasios Papatsoris 
F. Taylor Pape CFA70 
Jose Parayanken 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Parilo 
Dr. and Mrs. Stephen S. Park 
Elen Parker SSW'80,GSM'91 
Kenneth R, Parks 
Bert W.Parmenter III GSM74* 
Alan M. Parness LAW'70 
Kathleen M. Parrish 
Kenneth J. Parsigian LAW'87 
Dr. and Mrs. Bruce M. Pastor 
Mr. and Mrs. Brian E. Pastuszenski 
Louise C. Pathe CAS'84* 
Mr. and Mrs. David Paten 
E. Daniel Paterson SDM74 
Emily M. Paul 
Lester C. Peabody SMG'31 
Elinor W. Pearson SAR'56 
Tiron Pechet 
Edmund C. Peirce 
Bonnie Pelenur 
Richard S. Pelman 
Timothy W. Penberthy SDM'95,'96 
J. Scott Pennepacker MED'45 
Anthony D. Penneti CGS76,CAS78* 
Celena Chu Perkins CAS73 
Samuel S. Perlman LAW'68 
Steven P. Perlman SDM76 
Dr. and Mrs. Alan D. Perlmutter 
Burt M. Perlmuter MED'63 
Mary A. Perrielo 
Donald and Sandra Perrin 
Kevin D. Perruzzi CAS'83 
Finley H. Perry 
Florence E. Perry CAS'49 
R. Norman Peters LAW'65 
Patrick F. Petrone Jr. SED'65,'66 
Kevin C. Phelan 
Helen S. Philbrook CFA'50 
Gerald J. Philips LAW'65 
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Philips 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard D. Phippen 
Karen L. Piatkowski 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles P. Pieper 
Christopher S. Pilalas SMG75 
Alan L. Pinkerson MED'56 
John Pirroni 
Susanna B. Place 
Jennifer A. Pline 
Kenneth R. Plisner 
Lawrence W. Pocknet CAS'62 
Carol C. Pohl MED'67 
Frank L. Politano CAS'71 * 
Edward Pomeroy 
Margery Pope 
David G. Poplack MED'70 
John H. Porter GRS'69,76 
Wayne J. Positan CAS'70* 
Dr. and Mrs. Wilam S. Postal 
Daniel Postar SED'42 
David W. Pottier SMG'86,GSM'97 
John Poulack 
Debra D. Poutsiaka GRS'86,MED'86 
Mary Jane Powel 
Dana W. Pratt 
Marilyn M. Pratt CAS'61 
Ann Preston 
Nathaniel S. Preston CAS'50 
Jonathan E. Price CGS'83,MET'85 
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Price Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Priem 
Sandra M. Procopio SED'89 
Marianne N. Prout 
Pierre E. Provost MED'64 
Somnath Prusty 
Richard M. Pryor 
John J. Przygoda MED77 
George Putnam 
Roger A. Putnam LAW'51 
Nicole T. PutzelCGS'91,C0M'93 
Wiliam H. Quinn LAW'66 
Delia G. Quintanila SED'93 
Albert Quintiliani Jr. MED'58 
John J. Rabbit 
John Rabinowitz 
Mitchel T. Rabkin 
Ronald L. Ragland MED'82 
Mr. and Mrs. David V Ragone* 
Stewart B. Randal COM'80 
Robert D. Rands 
Arthur R. Ransom Jr. SMG'51* 
Jay R. Raskin C0M76 
Helen S. Ratner SDM'89 
Mr. and Mrs. George D. Rautenberg 
Wiliam Ray 
Neil St. John Raymond 
Daniel J. Rea Jr. LAW74 
Christopher R. Reaske 
Kevin M. Redman COM'87 
Douglas B. Reeves 
Peter Reich SPH79 
Saly C. Reid 
Olga C. Reisman 
Kenneth L. Renkens Jr. CAS76,MED'82 
Henry C. Reusch CAS'82 
Laurence M. Rheingold MED'68 
Stephen C. Ricciardi CAS'66 
Stephen C. Richards SMG'77* 
Cheryl A. Richardson 
Dr. and Mrs. George S. Richardson 
Norman V. Richie SMG'91 
Richard A. Richlan CAS'77 
Mr. and Mrs. Timothy C. Ridley 
Robert C. Rier SMG'52 
Linda E. Rigali SDM'86 
Mr. and Mrs. Stefanus Rijanto Kotjo 
Mr. and Mrs. Howard C. Ris 
Darron R. Rishwain SDM'98 
Roger M. Ritt LAW'75,76* 
Mr. and Mrs. Gerry Riterman 
Robert A. Ritucci SDM'89 
Philippe Rixhon MET'81 
Patricia Roach* 
Arthur H. Robbins 
Deborah A. Robbins 
Steven E. Roberts SDM'79 
Bruce G. Robinson 
E. Arthur Robinson CAS'50,MED'54 
Timothy C. Robinson GRS'68 
David Rockefeler Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles S. Rodgers 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Rodgers 
Pablo Rodriguez 
Joel A. Rofman CAS72,MED75 
Adrianne E. Rogers 
Richard A. Rolins STH'60 
Edward R. Ronan SMG'91 
Robert Ronstadt 
Mr. and Mrs. Burton D. Rose 
Cynthia Rose Berry MED'63 
Helen C. Rose 
Theron Rose 
Wiliam B. Rose 
Henry M. Rosen LAW86 
Saul M. Rosen GRS73 
Deanne Silke Rosenberg 
Scott Rosenberg COM'85 
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Rosenfeld 
Jay N. Rosenstein SMG75.GSM76 
George Rosenthal 
Morton Rosenthal 
Robert D. Rosenthal SMG71 
Ruth Rosenthal 
Zelda Rosenthal 
Angela Valenziano Ross SDM'84 
Calvin C. Ross CAS'64,MED'68 
John G. Ross ENG'67 
Scott Rossiter CAS'72 
Michael I. Roth LAW'71* 
Ryan K. Roth-Galo LAW99 
Lewis A. Rothkopf COM'99 
Jacqueline D. Rothschild 
Mr. and Mrs. Wiliam H. Rousseau 
Kathy Rowe 
Sandra Lee Rowsel CFA'60 
Daryl J. Roy SDM'84,'86 
Michael R. Rozen CGS'58,C0M'60 
Morris P. Ruben SDM'61 
Alen Rubin LAW'55 
Eugene L. Rubin LAW'61 
Kim M. Rubin LAW'88 
Jay Y. Rudo SDM74 
Robert W. Ruggeri MED'63 
Stephen H. Rusckowski 
Devete Russo 
Mr. and Mrs. John Rutherfurd Jr.* 
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Ruzika 
Una S. Ryan 
Wiliam E. Ryckman Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert A. Sachs 
Sumner S. Sachs DGE'52,CAS'54 
Frederick J. Sacramone 
CAS'81 ,SDM'85,'87 
Christina Salgo 
Robert F. Salter SMG76,GSM'04 
Mr. and Mrs. Wiliam L. Saltonstal 
Robert Sama CAS'51,LAW54 
Mark S. Samberg CAS72,MED74 
Dominick A. Sampogna MED'65 
Audrey J. Samuels SAR'51 
Paul R. Samuelson 
Laura and Donald Sanders 
Marjorie B. Sanders MED'68 
James E. Sandler LAW'72 
Richard Sarkisian SMG'51 
Francis P. Saunders MED'58 
David E. Savar MED'73 
Joan H. Sawyer SED71,GRS'98,'99 
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Sawyer 
Sophia E. Sayigh 
Palmer D. Scammel SMG'35* 
Frank J. Schaberg Jr. CAS'68,MED'68 
Monica J. Schaberg CAS'68.MED'68 
Ann L. Schafstedde 
Louis J. Scheinman MED'75 
Harold S. Schel MED70 
Herbert Schilder 
Joan B. Schilder GRS'77 
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Schlozman 
Sue Schmufter Tebor LAW'79 
Alan S. Schneier SMG'69* 
Ronni A. Schnel SDM'81 
Paul A. Schot LAW'73 
Hope F. Schroy SSW'96 
Mr. and Mrs. Kyle Schultz 
Alen B. Schwartz LAW'52 
David N. Schwartz SDM'79,MED'82 
Harold W. Schwartz SMG'68 
Steven B. Schwartz CAS73.MED77 
Victor E. Schwartz CAS'62 
Drs. Richard D. and Mary D. Scott 
Peter B. Seamans LAW'50 
Margaret Seeger 
Arthur I. Segel 
Jan F. Selby STH'58,'63 
Jill Seman ENG'89 
Evan Y Semerjian 
Leonard Serkes SSW'49,SED'53 
M. Reza Setayesh SDM'82 
Joseph R. Sgarlat MED'43 
Norman M. Shack LAW'51 
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Shakin Jr. 
Peter H. Shankman CGS'92,C0M'94 
Elizabeth Shannon 
Mr. and Mrs. Henry D. Sharpe III 
Sarah A. Sharpe 
Steven P. Shearing MED'64 
Alyson Everingham Sheckler GRS'91 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert C. Sheehan 
Thomas J. Sheehy Jr. MED'44 
James Sherburne 
Alan Sherman 
Norton L. Sherman 
Ethan M. Shevach CAS'67,MED'67 
Joel L. Shevelof CAS'90 
Dr. and Mrs. Lawrence Shields 
Mr. and Mrs. Eric R. Shienbrood 
Brad Shipp 
Donald T. Shire SMG'51,LAW'53 
Former Trustee Abe Gosman and Lin Gosman at the February 
reception honoring President ad interim Aram Chobanian hosted 
by the Alumni Club of Southwest Florida at the Breakers in 
Palm Beach. 
Advancement F all 2004 
Wilow B. Shire SED70 
Ken W. Shulman LAW74 
E. Irene Shure SAR'33 
Barbara C. Sidel 
CAS'55,GRS'59,LAW80 
Benjamin S. Siegel CAS'63 
Barry E. Sieger MED'68 
Muriel Z. Kolner Sieh CAS'45,SSW47 
Thaddeus S. Siemasko GSM'04 
John D. Sigel 
Rebecca A. Siliman 
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Silver 
Wiliam M. Silver 
Mr. and Mrs. Roy N. Silvestro 
Donald L. Simi SDM'81,'87 
John R. Simmons MED'50 
Richard L. Simmons MED'59 
Marion Appel Simon CAS'59 
Artemis P. Simopoulos MED'56 
Howard Simpson 
Binoy K. Singh ENG'89 
Mr. and Mrs. Joel Sirkin 
Donald M. Smal 
Carl W. Smith 
Charles W. Smith 
Edwin Smith 
Hazel Smith MET'83 
John P. Smith SDM'97 
Julie A. Smith 
June Smith and Steve Pensinger 
Kenneth W. Smith SMG'40 
Loretta M. Smith LAW'79 
Marcia Lewis Smith COM74 
Nancy P. Smith 
Phylis J. Smith SAR'54 
Rebecca T. Smith CAS'80,STH'82 
Robert P. Smith LAW'65 
Hyman Smukler SDM'76,77 
Gordon L. Snider 
Catherine E. Snow 
John A. Snow CGS77,COM79 
Anne W. Snyder 
Gina H. Sohn COM'91 
Paul Sonnabend SMG'52 
Jose Sousa 
James T. Sparks MED'64 
Ann B. Spence 
Frank Cole Spencer 
Jacqueline K. Spencer MED'91 
John Spengler 
Pauline Spiegel GRS77 
Edward Spindel MED'53 
David H. Spodick 
Mr. and Mrs. David F. Squire 
H. Eugene Stanley 
Brian M. Stanton 
Lisa Stapleton 
Maria N. Stata CAS'62 
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Stavis 
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew F. Steele 
Mark W. Stefey SMG'90 
Francois I. Steiger MET'86* 
Mr. and Mrs. Henry J. Steiner 
Mr. and Mrs. Max J. Steinmann 
Judith Steir 
Robert M. Stern SDM'89 
Campbel Steward 
Mr. and Mrs. David R. St. Germain 
Michael P. Stiglitz SDM'72 
Nancy E. Stilman 
Robert G.St. Laurent SMG'56 
Mack B. Stokes GRS'40,STH'40 
Edith M. Stokey 
Andrew A. Stolz CAS'74 
Mr. and Mrs. Alan R. Stone 
David M. Stone CAS'68,SDM74 
David J. Stone LAW'94* 
Gregory Stoute 
Mr. and Mrs. M. W. Stradley 
Marcia Strean SSW54 
Andrew P. Strehle LAW94 
Philip Stubblefield 
David A. Sulivan 
Mary Malone Sulivan SED'67 
Philip P. Sulivan SMG'58 
Ronald C. Sulivan MED'65 
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Sultan 
Andrew Sumberg 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sutter 
Channing S. Swan II CAS70,MED75 
Dorothy G. Swangren 
Joseph J. Sweeney LAW'73 
Frederic J. Syrjala ENG'58,'60* 
Timothy J. Szutz MED'93 
Thomas G. Tachovsky 
Cynthia Taft GRS'77 
Tetsuo and Kyoko Takayanagi 
Nancy H. Talbot 
Patrica Talin 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward S. Talant 
Carter B. Talman MED'62 
Stanley B. Tamkin 
DGE'50,CAS'52,GRS'53 
ConnelJ.TarrSMG'73 
Charles E. Taylor MED'64 
Dean E. Taylor MET78* 
E. Philip Taylor SMG'33 
Nancy J. Taylor GSM75 
Hannah Tays 
Leon Tec 
Diogo B. Teixeira and Christine Halkiotis 
Peter Temin 
Mr. and Mrs. Vincent Tentindo 
Frankie A. Tester 
Eugene F. Thayer SED'59 
John V Thomas 
W. Michael Thomas SDM'88 
Mark J. Thompson COM'75* 
Nathalie D. Thompson 
Carol L. Thrane SSW'91 
Monica Tiszai 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert M. Tobias* 
Seth Tobias SMG'84 
Herbert C. Tobin GRS'93,STH'95 
Mr. and Mrs. James Todd* 
Joan Tognacci 
Barbara E. Tornow 
David P. Tracy MED'90 
Mr. and Mrs. John Trahon 
Edward J. Trainor ENG'66* 
Wiliam W. Treat LAW'46 
Carl Tremblay 
Jacqueline A. Tritten 
Francis J. Troise ENG'87* 
Michael J. Trunzo CAS'84 
Lorna B. Tseckares 
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Tufo 
Peter P. Twining SED71 
Mr. and Mrs. Barry J. F. Twomey 
John K. Twyman Jr. SMG'82 
Clifford D. Ty CGS78,CAS'80,GSM'92* 
Wiliam B. Tyler LAW'51 
Sanford W. Udis MED'44 
Anthony V. Uglialoro Jr. CFA'93,'01 
Lisa M. Uglialoro SMG'93,GSM'02 
Christopher Umana 
Mary H. Urban-Keary STH'67,SSW79 
Joseph P. Van Der Meulen MED'54 
Patricia A. A. Vanstory LAW'97 
Marilyn M. Vender SED'76 
Carol Videon 
Tami M. Videon 
Robert A. Vigersky CAS70,MED70 
Miriam E. Vincent 
Louis N. Vinios 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward T. Vitone 
Donald N. Vivian MED'46 
Louis J. Volpe GSM78 
Emil Von Arx III MED'67 
Jane C. von der Heyde LAW74 
Peter A. Vrees CAS'61,MED'65 
Gregory Wagner* 
Diana L. Wainrib LAW'81 
Clara Wainwright 
Richard E. Waldhorn MED76 
Michael D. Walker MED'60 
Susan H. Walker 
David I. Walsh SED'50 
Diana Chapman Walsh 
COM71,UNI'83,Hon.'94 
Gordon R. Walsh ENG'67,'68,GSM71 
James Walsh IV 
Judy and James Walsh 
Charles L. Ward Jr. MED'54 
Gerard Garnet Ward CAS75 
Mr. and Mrs. James T Waring 
Jerome D. Waye MED'58 
Mary E. Weber 
Barbara B. Webster SAR'54 
Julia D.Webster CAS'55 
Scott Andrew Webster CAS'93 
Thomas Wesley Weeks Sr. MET'69,74 
Mati Weiderpass MET'85 
Judith Weil 
Gary L. Weinberger SDM'76 
Alan D. Weiner MED'52 
Barry Y Weiner LAW'66 
Efrem Weinreb 
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Weinstein 
Norman Weinstein MED'53 
Robert Weinstein 
Barry Weisfeld SMG78 
Jeffrey T Weisman CAS'82 
Samuel Weisman 
Ayda A. Weiss CAS'78 
Deborah J. Weiss LAW74 
Diane J. Weiss MED'84 
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm A. Weiss* 
Wendy Weiss 
Glenn H. Weissman 
Charles A. Welch MED'72 
John E. Welch ENG'84* 
Nancy L. Weler 
Scott D. and Jacqueline Welman 
Lisa Roets Wendt SMG'92 
Carol A. Westfal 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Westheimer 
Paul W. Whalen SED'53,'54 
Nancy Wheatley 
Wiliam 0. Wheatley COM70* 
Murray Wheeler Jr. 
Barry B. White 
Burton White MED'61 
Mr. and Mrs. Francis K. White 
Mr. and Mrs. Gerard White 
Grace G. White CAS'47* 
Reginald H. White GSM'98 
Richard S. White LAW77 
Virginia M. White SAR'49,SED'52 
Susan Whitehead 
Alexander Whiteside LAW'76 
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel F. X. Whitney 
Richard Wichmann GSM'90* 
Deborah E. Wiley CAS'68* 
Richard E. Wilker MED76 
Hugh M. Wilkinson III MET'83* 
Ann S. Wilever SED78 
Joseph J. Wiliams SDM'70 
Mark T. Wiliams GSM'93 
Patrick S. Wilmerding GSM'99 
Mr. and Mrs. James M. Wilson 
Leon E. Wilson MET75* 
Mr. and Mrs. Randal J. Wilson 
Paul S. Winalski 
Carol M. Winkler 
Stephen Van R. Winthrop 
James R. Wiseman 
Fredric E. Witmann 
James N. Wittorff SED'69 
Peter S. Wohlgemuth SDM'84 
Glenn Wojcik GSM'94 
Philip A. Wolf 
Henry R. Wolfe MED'45 
M. Michael Wolfe 
Richard A. Wolff GRS'37,STH'38 
Richard Wolf 
Dennis B. Wolkof and Susan Coolidge 
Dr. and Mrs. John S. Wolkowicz 
Derrick B. Wong SDM'OO 
Ian R. Wood CAS'89 
Bety P. Woodman SAR'49 
Kinsman E.Wright Jr. MED'64 
Jeffries Wyman Jr. GRS'60 
Cuartor F. Wynne 
Leo J. Yafa COM'69 
Richard H. Yamada SDM'68 
Lawrence A. Yannuzzi MED'64 
Joanne Yates 
Mr. and Mrs. Simon D. Young 
Homer N. Ypsilantis CAS'52 
Donald C. Yu SDM'81 
Henry C. Yu SDM'83,'84 
Earl L. Yunes CAS'68 
Karen A. Yuska COM'88,MET'03 
John L Zabriskie Jr. 
Marilyn A. Zacharis 
Dr. and Mrs. Ofer Zajicek 
Arnold I. Zaltas LAW'58 
Ralph Zalusky MED'57 
Faridoon Zamani SDM'88 
Joseph Zambuto LAW'02 * 
Elie A. Zebouni SDM'88,'90,'97 
Stephen B. Zedros CGS'82,COM'84 
John T. Zevitas SMG'57 
Janice K. Zika ENG'84* 
Elizabeth C. Zimmermann 
Brian A. Zive CAS'94* 
Richard L. Zizza CAS'70,MED79 
David Zol SMG'48,LAW51 
Gloria W. Zol CAS'50 
Kathryn P. Zox CAS'69,SED72 
Mr. and Mrs. D. Brooks Zug 
CORPORATIONS 
AND FOUNDATIONS 
($100,000 and up) 
Anonymous (7) 
American Colege of Rheumatology 
Research and Education Foundation 
Amgen Inc. 
Anderson Living Trust 
The Arthritis Foundation 
The Atlantic Philanthropies (USA) Inc. 
Aventis Pharmaceuticals Inc. 
The Lloyd G. Balfour Foundation 
Barnes & Noble Bookstores, Inc. 
Barra Inc. 
Bayer AG 
Bertek Pharmaceuticals Inc. 
Boston Scientific Corporation 
The Lynde and Harry Bradley 
Foundation, Inc. 
Branta Foundation 
Bristol-Myers Squibb Company 
Capital IQ, Inc. 
Celgene Corporation 
Celicon Biotechnolgies, Inc. 
Chaikin-Wile Foundation 
The Chickering Group, an Aetna 
Company 
Corporation For Public Broadcasting 
Louise Crane Foundation 
DSM Nutritional Products 
Doris Duke Charitable Foundation 
Ford Foundation 
Fraunhofer USA 




Hamilton Thorne Biosciences, Inc. 
Hereditary Disease Foundation 
IBM Corporation 
John Hancock Financial Services, Inc. 
The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation 
Johnson & Johnson 
Joukowsky Family Foundation 
Juvenile Diabetes Foundation 
International 
Susan G. Komen Breast Cancer 
Foundation 
Eli Lilly and Company Foundation 
The Henry Luce Foundation, Inc. 
Lucent Technologies 
March of Dimes Birth Defects 
Foundation 
MDS Sciex 
Andrew W. Melon Foundation 
Metrowest Community Health Care 
Foundation 
NitroMed, Inc. 
The David and Lucile Packard 
Foundation 
PepsiCo Inc 
The Pew Charitable Trusts 
Pfizer Inc. 
Philip Morris Companies Inc. 
The Procter & Gamble Company 
Ranbaxy Pharmaceuticals Inc. 
Realm Business Solutions Inc. 
The Renco Group Inc. 
Donald W. Reynolds Foundation 
Fannie E. Rippel Foundation 
Rockefeler Foundation 
The Schel Family Foundation 
SEQUENOM, Inc. 
Alfred P. Sloan Foundation 
Snapple Beverages 
State Street Bank & Trust Company 
The Tomorrow Foundation 




Walsh Brothers, Incorporated 
The Harry & Jeanete Weinberg 
Foundation Inc. 
The Whitaker Foundation 
The Louis E. Wolfson Foundation 
Wyeth-Lederle Inc. 
E v e n t s H o n o r i n g P r e s i d e n t 
ad interim A r a m C h o b a n i a n 
At the January dinner in Beverly Hills hosted by Robert (CAS'61) and Linda (CAS'62) Yellin in 
honor of President ad interim Aram Chobanian. George Lilly (CGS'54, COM'56) and Trustee 
Robert Yellin (right). 
Sarkis Kechejian (MED'63) 
and Jasmine Chobanian at 
the March dinner that 
Kechejian and his wife, 
Ida, hosted in Dallas. 
Lisa Feltenstein and 
Trustee Sidney Feltenstein (COM'62) at the dinner 
they hosted in Miami. 
Harry (SMG75), Kai, and Heidi Kendall at the Alumni Club of the Bay Area's January Reception in 
San Francisco. 
Advancement • Fall 2004 
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C o n v e n t i o n a l W i s d o m a n d P u b l i c P o l i c y 
"Affirmative action has a paradox," Glenn C. 
Loury wrote in the Financial Times on March 20. 
"Blacks seek equality with whites, but by accept-
ing special treatment, they call attention to their 
own limitations. Meanwhile, by the very act of 
granting black demands, whites exercise a noblesse 
oblige available only to the powerful. While equal-
ity is the goal, this manifestly is not and never can 
be an exchange among equals." 
Loury, a professor in the BU Department of 
Economics and the University Professors Program, 
is well-known for his influential—and frequently 
controversial—writings on race and social policy 
in the United States. A self-described public intel-
lectual, he has published not only books and 
scholarly articles but also essays in popular political 
magazines such as the National Review and the 
New Republic and in the op-ed pages of national 
papers like the Wall Street Journal and the 
Washington Post. He received the 1996 American 
Book Award for One by One, From the Inside Out: 
Essays and Reviews on Race and Responsibility in 
America (Free Press), a book praised for the complexity of its considerations of race 
and poverty in this country. It was also celebrated by political conservatives, who 
found in the book's paean to black self-reliance a forceful argument against affirmative 
action policies. "Mr. Loury emerges in this collection of elegantly thought-out essays 
as too complex and subtle a thinker to dwell in anybody's pigeonhole," Richard 
Bernstein wrote for the New York Times in 1995. "If there is an underlying theme in 
these essays, it is that too much effort is wasted in symbolic posturing, in adopting 
positions mainly to avoid giving comfort to the political or racial enemy. What the 
country needs, he maintains, is a hard, unsparing look at the central, perplexing, and 
emotion-laden problem of race and poverty in America." 
Professor Glenn Loury. 
In recent work, as in his 2002 book The Anatomy of 
Racial Inequality (Harvard University Press), Loury has 
continued to explore the ways in which public policy 
reproduces and institutionalizes racism—to raise questions 
and to begin to seek solutions. 
In March of this year, the Andrew W Mellon 
Foundation selected Loury for a $235,000 grant to pur-
sue his study of the political economics of race. The 
grant will fund the research and writing of two books 
and a research paper exploring topics of affirmative 
action, identity, race, and inequality. With Harvard econ-
omist Roland Fryer, Loury is working on a book about 
/ • the economics of affirmative action. What Price 
Diversity! The Economics and Ethics of Affirmative Action 
Policies, to be written for a lay audience, will present an 
overview of economic theory while exploring what 
Loury calls "the myths and realities" surrounding affir-
mative action. The second book project, tentatively 
titled Social Analytics: Race, Inequality, and the Promise of 
Economic Theory, will be a collection of essays and scien-
tific papers spanning his career. But the book is about 
more than economics. To frame the theoretical and 
social scientific works that make up the body of Social Analytics, Loury plans an auto-
biographical prologue and epilogue tracing his path from promising young economist 
to politically conservative public figure and, as he writes, "back again" to being a 
scholar of economics and race and a political liberal. 
As a public intellectual, Loury has publicized ideas and theories that have shaped 
Americans' private views and the nation's public policy. Yet he declines to call himself 
an advocate. Instead, he describes his motivation as a kind of "prophetic mission" to 
raise difficult questions and challenge society's conventional wisdom on race. "I feel 
myself as having a calling to try to tell the truth about how the way things are hap-
pening in society affect the way people think," he says. —Tricia Brick 
T u i t i o n P l u s : P a r e n t s C a m p a i g n G a i n s S u p p o r t 
Jeanne Knox, chair of the Parents Leadership Council and mother of 
Colege of Communication junior Merrill, (left) and Patti Gluchowski, 
mother of Sargent Colege junior Nina. 
Parents typically send the 
University a check each 
semester made out to stu-
——•U I J ^L dent accounting services. 
f W •» 1 J A growing number of BU 
parents go beyond that by 
A mm also contributing to the 
^ ^ * Parents Campaign, which 
helps offset the cost of 
education. In the past fiscal 
year, more than 1,300 par-
1 ents, grandparents, and 
^^^^A*- ^ K ^ s i l 1 friends of the University 
S contributed more than 
| $304,000 to the campaign, 
a 23 percent increase over 
the previous year. 
Tuition—$28,512—covers 
only about 55 percent of the yearly cost of educating an undergraduate. BU offsets the 
other $20,000 annually with income from endowment and gifts. 
Gifts to the Parents Fund may be designated to a particular school or college; to an all-
University program such as athletics, student life, undergraduate research, or scholarship; or 
to the area of greatest need. 
The Parents Campaign is part of the newly reconfigured Parents Program. In addition 
to fundraising, the Parents Program organized two receptions for BU parents this past year. 
Boston University Trustee Bob Knox (CAS'74, GSM'75) and his wife, Jeanne, hosted a 
gathering at their home in Greenwich, Connecticut, in November, and Sharon Brenner, 
mother of Jonathan (CGS'07), hosted one in Glen Head, New York, in March. Dean of 
Students Kenneth Elmore (SED'87) spoke about campus life at both events. Five similar 
receptions will be held around the country this year, and the goal is to add receptions for 
parents of international students. 
To help parents keep abreast of news and events at BU, the Parents Program recently 
launched a Web site (www.bu.edu/parentsprogram) and redesigned its biannual newsletter, 
Boston University Parent. The Web site provides information about all aspects of the BU 
experience, from the application process to sending care packages and electronic postcards 
to students, along with survival tips for parents, with advice on how to be supportive but 
not smothering. It also includes listings of athletic events, campus lectures, and alumni 
activities and gatherings around the country and abroad. And to help parents keep up with 
student culture, every Boston University Parent includes a pithy guide to what students are 
wearing, eating, and chatting about. —Tim Stoddard 
G i f t s T h a t H o n o r T h e i r S o n s 
When Chaz Stucken (CAS'05, MED'08) first set foot on Bay State Road as a 
high school senior, he knew he wanted to come to Boston University. He also 
knew he wanted to be a doctor. So he applied to BU's seven-year liberal 
arts/medical education program, which integrates undergraduate and medical 
school curricula leading to a BA. at the College of Arts and Sciences and an 
M.D. at the School of Medicine. When he was accepted, his parents, Chuck 
and Honorinna Stucken, decided to support his future alma mater in two 
ways: they made cash contributions to the B.A./M.D. program and to the 
Student Village. "We named a study room in the Student Village in honor of 
Chaz," says Honorinna, "because he was so determined to be at Boston 
University. Most parents are allowed to make a tax-free gift of up to $11,000 
to each of their children every year. We let our sons choose a charitable 
organization each year, that's where we put our donations ."The Stuckens have 
also been honoring their older son, Charlton (MED'07), by giving to the 
School of Medicine, where he is beginning his second year. 
Honorinna, a real-estate investor in Long Beach, California, and her hus-
band, Chuck, a dentist, plan to continue those contributions through their 
sons' BU years. "If you want BU to have leading technology and wonderful 
professors, then you need to give a little more," she says. "That's just part of 
being a parent: always supporting what your children are involved in. Not 
only does the institution benefit, but the kids benefit as well. I'm seeing that 
now with my kids." —TS 
Honorinna, Chaz, Charlton, and Chuck Stucken in September at white coat day, when medical 
students take the Hippocratic Oath and receive their white coats. 
Advancement Fall 2004 
T o w n - G o w n C o n n e c t i o n s 
Thanks to a new $2 million grant from the Lilly 
Endowment, the School of Theology will create the 
Center for Practical Theology to facilitate communi-
cation and working partnerships between theolo-
gians and practicing pastors on issues ranging from 
curriculum development to the spiritual needs of 
poor and minority communities around the country. 
The center will be an umbrella organization 
that facilitates networking and learning opportuni-
ties for faculty, students, pastors, and congregational 
leaders. An advisory board will be funded by the 
grant, as well as a full-time administrator who will 
run the center and facilitate the merger of previ-
ously existing programs into the organization. "The 
board will be, in a sense, the image of partnership, 
half faculty and half pastoral partners, as currently 
envisioned," says Associate Professor Claire 
Wolfteich, who oversees the grant with Professor 
Bryan P. Stone. "Built into the very structure is the 
kind of collaboration and dialogue that we're seek-
ing to promote." The advisory board will help the 
center form partnerships in various faith communi-
ties and guide research, as well as publicize its work. 
The five-year grant will support the establish-
ment of programs and also strengthen existing pro-
grams, among them Sustaining Urban Pastoral 
Excellence (SUPE), African-American Religious 
Research and Education, Congregational Research 
and Development, and Spiritual Foundation and 
Church Life. 
SUPE, funded by an earlier Lilly Endowment 
grant, seeks to enrich urban spiritual life by creating 
relationships between urban faith communities and 
STH faculty and students. The program includes 
retreats and relationship-building events for the pas-
tors, their congregations, and STH educators, as 
well as compensated pastoral leave with mentorship 
by STH faculty. 
The African-American Religious Research and 
Education Program focuses on the African-
American religious tradition, offering research fel-
lowships for those interested in black church stud-
ies. Seminars and workshops on cross-cultural topics 
will build ties between STH faculty and African-
American religious scholars and leaders. 
The Lilly Endowment has contributed more 
than $7 million to BU over the last decade. Much 
of that funding has been to STH, including more 
than $4 million within the past two years. That has 
been a great asset to expanding educational 
resources as well as external recognition, Wolfteich 
says. Thanks to the grants, STH can "create bridges 
and dialogue among a number of different con-
stituencies and partners." —Nathaniel Beyer Professors Claire Wolfteich and Bryan P. Stone. 
C l a s s A c t 
As an undergraduate at the School of Management, Arnold Sheiffer (SMG'54) juggled 
several jobs. A janitor in the SMG building, he washed the floors and blackboards. On 
Saturday nights he pulled newspapers off the presses at the Boston Globe. At Christmas 
time he delivered mail, and during the summers he sold scratch sheets at Wonderland 
race track. In the end, he says, he still didn't have "two pennies to rub together." 
The Class of '54 during Commencement and Reunion Weekend last May. 
Then he was summoned to the office of Dean William G. Sutcliffe, who 
told the nineteen-year-old Sheiffer he owed $800 in tuition for the previous 
two semesters. "What do you propose to do about it?" Sutcliffe asked. 
Sheiffer recited his list of jobs and watched as Sutcliffe closed his file and 
placed it in a drawer. He was certain he'd have to leave BU. Instead, the 
dean said, "Mr. Sheiffer, I'm sure when you get the money, you'll discharge 
your obligation to the University." 
"I realized then that I was going to get a college education," says 
Sheiffer, who went on to become a successful businessman, retiring last 
spring as chairman of Petry Media Corp. of New York. He paid the 
University back and also became a generous donor to the School of Management. "I 
really felt an obligation to Boston University," he says. 
That loyalty is shared by many of his classmates. In fact, the SMG Class of'54 is 
the most generous in the school's history, according to Peter Kelly, assistant dean for 
alumni relations and development. Members raised $720,000 for their fiftieth reunion 
last May and over the years have donated $16.1 million. Their family and friends have 
given $3.5 million, says Kelly. Of the fifty-six members who have given to the 
University, eight have made a gift of at least $100,000. 
They've supported BU in other ways as well, serving on the University Board of 
Trustees and the SMG Alumni Board and as class agents. They've sent their children— 
thirty of them—to BU. 
SMG Dean Louis Lataif (SMG'61, Hon'90) is grateful for their support. "This class 
has been remarkable in its loyalty and generosity to the school over the past decades," 
he says. "They genuinely appreciate the importance of business education as a driver of 
new growth, new jobs, better products and services, and a better society overall." 
The admiration is mutual. Sheiffer, who received an SMG Alumni Award for 
Distinguished Service at Reunion last May, says he's impressed with how the school 
has changed under Lataif's leadership. James Alexiou (SMG'54), cofounder and retired 
chairman of Irvine Sensors Corporation, has supported the University largely because 
of the work of Lataif and President Emeritus John Silber, who, he says, "resurrected" 
BU "I heard him speak several times and I said, 'This man is incredible.' He did a 
wonderful job turning the whole University around." 
Alexiou adds that his class felt a responsibility to give. "I think we were all cog-
nizant of the fact that we were not paying our way, that it cost more to educate us 
than we were paying," he says. 
Class spirit was also strong. "Because we were a commuter school, there were a lot 
of strong group relationships that formed through fraternities or sororities, ROTC, 
and clubs," says Edward Hartnett (SMG'54), retired company group chairman at 
Johnson & Johnson and a member of the SMG Alumni Board. Nelson Mather 
(SMG'54) agrees. Besides ROTC, he says, many students also participated in military 
fraternal organizations like 
Arnold Air Society, Pershing 
Rifles, and Scabbard and 
Blade. "We really bonded," 
he says. 
But there are other rea-
sons for the class loyalty and 
generosity. Hartnett says he 
and his classmates value the 
dedicated teaching and 
administrative staff. The class 
takes pride in the advances 
SMG has made under Lataif, 
Hartnett says, "in particular, 
the trends he's led, setting 
the pace in cutting-edge 
approaches to business education—the executive programs, the outreach programs, the 
international programs. That's kept us very involved and energized." 
Mather, a retired department manager for AUmerica, is class agent, a member of the 
SMG Alumni Board, and chairman of the forty-fifth and fiftieth reunion committees. 
The goal of the fiftieth, he says, was to raise $250,000 and name a conference room. "It 
worked out well," he says by way of understatement. "I think we can do even more, 
and what I have in mind is to have the Class of'54 fund a scholarship for SMG stu-
dents at a future reunion." 
Mather says the reason for his support is simple. "I just love BU," he says. "I always 
keep track of'what it's doing. I guess I've had that spirit for a long time." 
—Cynthia K. Buccini 
SMG Dean Louis Lataif (left) with Pamela and Arnold Sheiffer in the SMG con 
ference room dedicated to the Class of '54. 
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S m a r t e r H e a l t h C a r e f o r t h e E l d e r l y 
• i l W l ] If you fall ill when you're young or middle aged, the odds are that a doctor will have a pret-
ty good idea what's needed to make you better. 
But less health-care research involves older peo-
ple, and few medical researchers or clinicians 
specialize in treating the elderly. 
It's part of our national myopia about old 
age, says School of Medicine Professor Rebecca 
Silliman, co-director of the Boston University 
Aging Research Consortium. We are "a youth-
oriented society that tends to ignore reality," 
she says. And as the large population of baby 
boomers draws ever closer to old age, the prob-
lem becomes even more apparent—and more 
difficult to solve. 
A couple of years ago, Silliman led the effort 
that set up the Aging Research Consortium, 
which brings together researchers from the 
Medical and Charles River Campuses seeking to 
address "the needs and challenges faced by urban 
elders," she says. Funded with an initial grant 
from the John A. Hartford Foundation, the con-
sortium is made up of faculty from the Schools 
of Medicine, Public Health, and Social Work 
and Sargent College. The consortium's other co-
director is SSW Associate Professor Judith 
Gonyea.Yale, the University of Pennsylvania, 
Duke, and UCLA also received grants from the 
foundation to set up similar programs. 
The consortium's research is focused on 
improving chronic illness care and outcomes, 
promoting functional independence, and 
enhancing the care of persons with cognitive impairments. "Those three areas are real 
ly crosscutting, and they build on strengths at BU," says Silliman, who is also chief of 
the geriatrics section at the BU-affiliated Boston Medical Center. 
"You can't be successful clinically or in research if you don't have an interdisci-
plinary perspective, because the issues are so complicated," she says. "One major 
Professor Rebecca Silliman. 
vehicle for fostering interdisciplinary research 
has been through the funding of pilot projects." 
So far, the consortium has funded six projects, 
each of which teams up junior and senior facul-
ty across the health disciplines in MED, SAR, 
SSW, and SPH. 
Research isn't just academic, of course—the 
point is to come up with recommendations for 
clinicians and policymakers. "My concern about 
health care for older adults is that we make mis-
takes all the time by either not doing enough or 
doing too much," Silliman says. "Part of that is 
because we do not have a strong and robust evi-
dence base. So if we can get smarter about what 
we do, theoretically we'll do better both in terms 
of not doing too little or too much, and get it 
right more of the time." 
Silliman's main area of research is breast can-
cer care for older women. "Cancer is basically a 
disease of older adults, and older adults have very 
much been understudied," she says. She focuses 
on "patterns of care in relation to outcomes— 
from traditional mortality and morbidity to qual-
ity-of-life issues, such as upper body function." 
Encouraging junior faculty to focus more on 
geriatric issues is one of the main aims of the 
Hartford Foundation grant. In medicine, too 
few people follow that path, Silliman says; MED 
is "one of a handful of schools nationwide that 
has a required clerkship in geriatrics for medical 
students. We think that's very important." 
Since the consortium's inception, several 
more geriatric heath care grant proposals have been written collaboratively. "One of 
my goals here at BU is to foster the aging-research enterprise," Silliman says. "My 
dream is that BU one day—hopefully not too far into the distant future—will be rec-
ognized as a leader in research on aging." And not only BU will benefit. After all, none 
of us is getting any younger. —Taylor McNeil 
B e i n g a n A r t i s t i n t h e T w e n t y - F i r s t C e n t u r y 
Bobbi and Tim Hamill at the Hamill Galery of African Art. 
Boston artist and art dealer Tim Hamill (CFA'65, '68) received a distinctive wedding 
gift last year. His new father-in-law, Harvey Picker, endowed the Tim Hamill Visiting 
Artist Lectureship at the College of Fine Arts. At press time, the first lecture was 
scheduled for October 14 at Boston University, with former poet laureate of the 
United States and arts writer Mark Strand as speaker. 
Dean emeritus of the Columbia School of International and Public Affairs, Picker 
is a former business executive and government advisor who heads the Branta 
Foundation. Philanthropy is a strong Picker family tradition, says his daughter and 
Hamill's wife Bobbi, who herself runs a foundation. With a catholic range of interests, 
including the arts, Picker wants his $100,000 gift to support the Hamills' vision for the 
lectureship: to broaden CFA's Visual Arts students' views through exposure to serious 
artists and art professionals with cross-disciplinary interests. In Picker's words, "The 
most interesting, fertile, and useful developments in almost any area, be it physical sci-
ences, social sciences, or the humanities, are those that have evolved from a cross-disci-
plinary approach." Hamill says lecturers might include "museum people, writers, artists, 
and historians, who will explore all the different parts of the visual arts world. One 
purpose of the lectureship is to engage students in the question, What does it mean to 
say that you are an artist in the twenty-first century?'" 
Hamill's career bespeaks his own openness to new influences. Earning his bache-
lor's and master's degrees in visual arts at CFA, he was chosen Senior Painter of the 
Year in 1965 and Graduate Painter of the Year in 1967. He also studied in Paris and 
Munich in the sixties, soaking up art in European museums. He taught at BU and 
elsewhere, and ran galleries. Framing his own paintings, which are "super realistic— 
flowers and objects painted realistically on a very large scale," led to opening his own 
framing business. His early years as an artist included many one-man and group 
exhibits in Boston's major galleries and beyond. His paintings and silk screens hang in 
museums throughout the northeast, from Boston's Museum of Fine Arts to the 
University of Pennsylvania Museum. 
Along the way, he became an admirer of African tribal art, picking up occasional 
pieces—masks, figures, textiles, jewelry, tools, weapons, currency, and other artifacts 
from major tribes of western and central Africa. "African art was more unlike my 
work than anything else," says Hamill. "I responded to it visually and viscerally. I like 
to this day that there are mysteries about it that I don't understand." As he acquired 
more, "The collection quickly got out of hand." So he began selling, and in 1990 
opened the Hamill Gallery of African Art near Boston's Roxbury neighborhood. 
Today the three-floor gallery houses and displays what is arguably the largest pri-
vate collection of African art in the country, with 31,000 art objects, many made for 
function rather than as art. Hamill has chosen and studied them all. The Hamills run 
the gallery full-time, changing exhibits quarterly and conducting much of their busi-
ness on the Internet. The gallery also offers an education program for elementary and 
high school students. 
Hamill finds collecting and showing African art deeply fulfilling and fun but so all-
consuming that he hasn't painted in years. He thinks about creating his own art all the 
time and says his next artistic endeavor would likely be making sculpture with "some 
magic, simplicity, and a hint of meaning"—some of the characteristics he admires in 
African tribal art. —-Jean Hennelly Keith 
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